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SUMMARY
An analysis is presentedfor Earth-orbitingspacecraftmissionsdesigned
to measure stratosphericconstituentsusing solar occultation. This technique
uses the Sun as an energy sourceand dependson the attenuationof solar radia-
tion as the Sun's image rises or sets throughthe atmosphereas viewed from a
spacecraft. The orbitalmechanicsof solar occultationare examined,and some
resultsare summarizedfor a simulated]-year missionusing an orbit with an
inclinationof 70° and an altitudeof 600 km. Of particularconcern is the
spatialand temporalatmosphericsamplingrelativeto the Earth'ssurface. The
nominalorbit has been chosen so that some spatialcoveragecan be obtainedat
all latitudes. There are ] to ]5 opportunitiesper year, dependingon latitude,
to make a series of consecutivemeasurementsin the vicinityof any particular
latitude. Samplingcapabilitiesof solar occultationmissionsare then examined
parametricallyfor a range of orbit conditions.
A simulated]-year data base is presentedfor the nominalmission. The
data consistsof 9480 "measurements"of a single quantityassociatedwith each
measurementopportunity. These data are producedby a model whose underlying
functionalvariabilityis not revealed. The measurementsare groupedinto lat-
itude bands, and the observedvariabilitywithin latitudebands is assumedto
be both systematicand random. The statisticalpropertiesof the data set are
examined to determinethe extent to which global behaviorcan be extractedfrom
solar occultationmission data. A standardcurve-fittingtechniqueis applied
to these data, by which parametersare determinedfor a simple periodicmathe-
maticalmodel with variablemean, amplitude,and phase.
INTRODUCTION
Global monitoringof the stratosphereis importantin attemptingto under-
stand and protect the Earth's environment. Stratosphericcomponentsof partic-
ular interestare aerosols,ozone, and many trace gases which participatein
the complexphotochemicalprocessesof ozone productionand depletion. These
components,throughtheir abilityto scatterand absorb solar radiation,play a
critical role in the Earth's radiationbalanceand hence in maintainingclimate
and weatherwithin acceptablelimits.
The use of Earth-orbitingspacecraftto provide reliablelong-termglobal
monitoring is part of a total commitment to providing the necessary data base
for presentand future environmentalstudies. One techniquefor measuring
stratosphericconstituentsusing a spacebornesensingsystem is to measure the
attenuationof solar radiationas the Sun's image rises or sets throughthe
atmosphere. There are two monitoringopportunitiesper orbit, one sunrise and
one sunset,except for those times when the spacecraftis in continuousline-of-
sight contactwith the Sun. These so-calledsolar occultationmeasurementsare
potentiallyapplicableto a varietyof stratosphericmonitoringactivities. In
one recentlyproposedflight experiment,the objectiveis to learn more about
the distributionof stratosphericaerosols (ref.]); in anotherproposal,the
objectiveis to study halogens (suchas HC]) in the stratosphere(ref. 2).
In the former case, the proposed flightexperimentattempts to expand a body
of knowledgethat is alreadyquite large, to the extent that many facetsof
aerosolproduction,distribution,transport,and depletionare understood
reasonablywell. In the latter case, the importanceof halogens in strato-
sphericozone chemistryhas only recentlybeen recognizedon theoretical
grounds,and is unverifiedby directmeasurements. Hence, the proposedflight
experimentis only a first step towardunderstandingconcentrationlevels and
the coarsestfeaturesof the underlyingdistributions. A shared characteristic
of thesemissions,typicalof cases where solar occultationmeasurementsare
expectedto be useful, is the need for global long-termcoverage. This paper
demonstrateshow this basic requirementcan be met and providesa preliminary
outlineof one way in which the resultingdata might be used to determinethe
behaviorof stratosphericconstituentsover spatialand temporalscales of
interest.
The conceptof "global"coverage is a flexibleone which may be inter-
preted in differentways for meeting differentobjectives. For the present
purposes,global coverage is interpretedto mean that all latitudesare covered
by a single satelliteon one or more occasionsduring a year. This requirement
leads to orbitsof high, but not necessarilypolar, inclination,as shown when
the orbit geometryis examinedin detail. It is unfortunatethat the global
coveragerequirementcannotbe met with Sun-synchronousorbits so that solar
occultationmeasurementswould be compatiblewith many other types of Earth-
monitoringactivities,but this specializedgeometrygives only restrictedlat-
itudinalcoverageover a range which dependson the initialtimingof the orbit
with respectto the Sun. Such a case has been examinedin a previous study
(ref.]), where the objectivewas to show how a two-satellitemission could
effectivelycombinethe coverageof a Sun-synchronousorbit with that achieved
at a lower inclination.
An inherentlimitationof the solar occultationtechniqueis that the
local time of day (the "clock"time) at the locationsof the measurementsis
necessarilyrestrictedto dawn or dusk. Thus, the techniqueis not capableof
monitoringdiurnalvariations. These must eitherbe assumed to be insignifi-
cant or be accountedfor with mathematicalmodelingand/or data from some other
source.
The overallpossibilitiesfor and limitationson spatialand temporalcov-
erage with the solar occultationtechniquemust be assessedon the basis of the
total amount of data obtained in a specificperiod of time. To achievesome
understandingof how such data would be accumulated,a twofoldapproachhas
been used. First, a nominal]-year missionhas been defined and its particular
output examined in detail. This missionhas been selectedto achieve some
global coverage in the sense describedpreviously. Then, from the insight
providedby a specificcase, some importantaspectsof the nominalmission are
generalizedand expandedparametricallyto cover a wider range of orbit options.
After the orbitalanalysesare complete,the nominalmission is recalled
to generatea set of simulatedmeasurementsfor statisticalexamination. For
the purposesof this paper, it has been assumedthat adequacyof spacecraft
coverage can be investigatedin terms of the extent to which spatiallyand tem-
porallyvaryingdistributionscan be extractedfrom a simulatedset of single-
parametervalues. These data are produced by a single-valuedfunctionof
longitude,latitude,and time which associatesone scalarquantity (the
"measurement")with each occultationopportunity. The actualprocessof
recordinga complete sunriseor sunset is much more complicated;it consists
of a seriesof individualmeasurementsobtained as the Sun rises or sets, each
of which must then be interpretedin terms of variationsin the measuredquan-
tity. One such interpretation,but certainlynot the only one, would be to
assume that the measurementsconstitutea verticalprofile throughthe atmo-
sphere. This involvesdata reductionalgorithmswhich are of no concernfor
the presentanalysis. Further treatmentof the data, such as integrationover
altitude,could yield a singleparameterassociatedwith each sunriseor sun-
set. Integratinga verticalprofilecould result in a total verticalburden,
althoughother single-parameterresultsmight also be of interest. However the
data analysis is accomplished,anotherbasic assumptionof this paper is that
the detailsare of no concernfor assessingthe adequacyof global coverageof
the occultationevents.
A third assumptionabout the simulateddata is that for the proposed
investigationof coveragecapabilitieswith a particularspacecraft-based
measurementtechnique,the specificorigin and form of the single-parameter
model is not important. It can produceany set of valueswhose spatialand
temporalvariabilityincludesand exceedsthat which can be extractedfrom the
resultingdata base. In this paper the model is thoughtof as a "blackbox"
incorporatedinto a computerprogram for orbit propagation. At each sunrise
or sunset, the appropriatespace and time coordinatesare input to the model,
which returnsa single value. It might be desirableto have this scheme pro-
duce output which an experimentercan relate to his expectationsand past expe-
rience,but this is not necessary. The detailsof the model used in this paper
are not discussedat all, but are revealedonly throughthe measurementssimu-
lated in the nominalmission. This approach is an accuraterepresentationof
the real environmentwhereinunderlyingdistributionsof observedquantities
are revealedpiecemealthroughthe measurementswhich are available. Any other
approachwould place unwarrantedemphasison the suitabilityof the model for
predictingthe actual behaviorof a physicalquantity- a goal which is totally
beyond the scope of this study.
In the statisticalanalysisof the data set, two differentproceduresare
followed. First, some descriptivestatisticalparametersare calculated,mean
values, for example, and confidence limits are discussed for this type of
informationobtainedwith no knowledgeof or assumptionsabout the functional
form of the variabilityin the data. Second,some assumptionsare made about
the data in the form of a simple periodicmodel, and three parameters- mean,
amplitude,and phase - are fitted to the data. Confidencein this process is
then relatedto the amountof the total observed variabilitywhich can be
representedby the model, withoutregard to its physicalbasis.
SYMBOLS
a semimajoraxis, km
A amplitude,one of three parametersin a model for q, units of q
B coefficientmatrix in the model for
B,b,c,d angles,defined in figure ]0, needed to calculate 1T given i,
h, and _8, deg
matrix of parameters C], C2, and C3 to be estimatedby the least
squarestechniquein the model for
D centralangle betweena spacecraftand the Earth's horizon,deg
f true anomaly,deg
h altitude,km
H unit headingvector (seefig. 2)
i inclination,deg; also, a summationindex
L longitude,deg
M matrix of observationsof
n number of values in a sample for statisticalanalysis
N unit vector perpendicular to a spacecraft orbit (see fig. 2)
PT point on the surfaceof a sphericalEarth at which solar occultation
measurementis made
q singleparameterassumedto have been extractedfrom a series of mea-
surementstaken at sunriseor sunset,expressedin arbitraryunits
samplemean calculatedfrom a set of _'s, units of q
Q mean, one of three parameters in a model for q, units of q
r spacecraftpositionvector from the center of the Earth, km
rT positionvector of tangentpoint from center of Earth
re radiusof Earth, 6378.145km
R ratio which determineshow well variabilityin data has been
represented
RA right ascension,deg
s2 sample variance,units of q2
S vector in directionof x8 definedin equation (])
SC spacecraft
t time, days, or dimensionlessratio normalizedto ] year
v velocity,km/sec
unit vector to the Sun
Y an arbitrary observed quantity
_,8 pointing angles to the Sun referenced to a spacecraft coordinate
system (H,N,r), deg
y phase factor,one of three parametersin a model for _, deg
declination,deg
E residualerror in a model for _, units of q
angle definedas 90° + 6® (seeeq. (5)),deg
1 latitude, deg
actualmean (unknown)of a populationwhose mean is to be estimated
from observationsmade on the population,units of q
T directionof the vernal equinoxvector,for locatingthe x-axis of
an Earth-equatorial(right-ascension-declination)coordinatesystem
argumentof perigee,deg
right ascension of ascending node, deg
Subscripts (not defined in main symbol list):
rel relative to the horizon at the time of a sunrise or sunset
R residuals, as when calculating the sum of squares of the residuals
T tangent point at the surface of a fictitious spherical Earth or on
a concentric spherical shell around the Earth
TG tangent point referenced to the surface of an ellipsoidal Earth
referring to the Sun
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Notation:
. dimensionedvector
^ unit vector;or to denote estimatesof the value of scalarquantities
%
averagedquantityobtained from a set of observations
THE ORBIT DYNAMICSOF SOLAR OCCULTATIONMISSIONS
The well-knownprecessionof a spacecraftorbit plane, as predictedby
first-orderperturbationtheory (ref. 3), is of dominant interestfor the
analysisof solar occultationmissions. Both the argumentof perigee _ and
right ascensionof the ascendingnode _ are functionsof time. This changing
Sun--orbit-planegeometry determinesthe limitson and rates of spatialcoverage.
The geometry for characterizinga sunriseor sunsetviewed from Earth orbit
is definedin figure ]. All the vectorsare expressedin a right-ascension-
declination(RA-6)system,which is an Earth-equatorialsystemwith the x-axis
in the directionof the vernal equinoxvector (T). The unit vector _® points
from the spacecraftto the center of the Sun. The orbit plane is located in
space by its inclinationto the equator i and by the angular elements
and _. The spacecraftis locatedwithin an orbit by its true anomaly f, the
angulardistancebetweenperigee and spacecraft. A sunriseor sunset occurs,
by definition,at that instantat which the projectionof x_ is tangent to
the surfaceof a sphericalEarth at PT; the position vector to PT is _T,
with longitudeand latitudecoordinates LT and IT" (Thisdiffers from the
usual astronomicaldefinitionof sunriseor sunset as viewed from the ground,
but it is an appropriatechoice for this study. It can be modified if necessary
to accountfor the oblatenessof the Earth and other contributionsto a varia-
tion in the actual locationof the horizonas viewed from the spacecraft.)
The first step in locatingthe tangentpoints is outlined in appendixA.
(Thisappendixhas previouslybeen publishedas appendixC of ref. 3; it is
includedhere for completeness.) A derivationis given for finding the orbit
true anomaliesat which occultationsoccur. Given such a point on the orbit,
its radius vector r (in the RA-6 system)can be found (see,for example,
ref. 3). Then, from simple geometricalconsiderations, rT is the vector sum
of r and a vector _, which is in the directionof x® and whose magnitude
is
= I;I sin OS-1 (1)
The derivationin appendixA assumes fixed orbit elements. Since both _ and
are changing,some iterationis required. Fortunately,the changes in
and _ are only fractionsof a degreeper orbit. So, the procedurewhich has
been followedis to calculatethe true anomaliesat which occultationsoccur
for an orbit whose angular elements _ and _ are fixed at the values
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corresponding to the time of perigee. Then, the times from perigee to the
points of occultation are used to update w and _ and the calculations are
repeated. This one-step iteration gives occultation points to a sufficiently
high degree of accuracy for the intended purpose.
Note that the maximum latitude of the tangent point can exceed the maximum
subsatellite latitude and that the location of the tangent point depends simul-
taneously on the orbit inclination and altitude and on solar position. It is
useful to think of the tangent latitude as depending predominantly on the orbit
parameters and the subsolar declination and the tangent longitude as depending
largely on the Earth's rotation. Consider the angular rates involved: rela-
tive to an inertial coordinate system, the Sun appears to precess at about
] deg/day in the positive direction; an orbit of less than 90° inclination
precesses in the negative direction at a typical rate of a few degrees per day,
while the Earth rotates in the positive direction at 36] deg/day. Thus, it is
expected that the tangent latitude would undergo a relatively slow variation
as the Sun's declination changes and the orbital plane precesses, while the
Earth's rotation would produce a much more rapid variation in the tangent
longitude.
Turning now to the definition of the vector _ relative to a spacecraft,
figure 2 establishes a coordinate system at the spacecraft for defining point-
ing angles to the Sun; e is a "pitch" angle (down to the horizon for a sun-
rise or sunset) and 8 is a "yaw" angle which locates the Sun relative to the
plane of the spacecraft motion. For a circular orbit and a spherical Earth,
has a constant negative value at the horizon for each orbital altitude.
Analysis of a Solar Occultation Mission
With the discussion and definitions of the previous section, a hypotheti-
cal solar occultation mission can be formulated and a set of sunrise and sunset
data examined. An orbit has been selected with an inclination of 70° and an
altitude of 600 km. Some relevant data are given in table ]. This choice of
orbit altitude and inclination was based on the fact that for moderate alti-
tudes of a few hundred kilometers (to ensure lifetimes of several years), 70°
is an inclination which allows coverage at each pole sometime during a year;
thus the orbit provides global coverage as defined earlier. (This matter is
treated parametrically in the following section.) The orbit was started near
the summer solstice of ]98] in an orientation (dependent on the time of day
of injection into orbit) which does not produce occultations for the first
few days; the initial geometry is shown in figure 3. The orbit so defined is
henceforth referred to as the nominal orbit. A mission starting with this ini-
tial orbit configuration and lasting for I year is referred to as the nominal
mission. The launch year is arbitrary and the results could be reproduced for
any other year desired.
Figure 4 shows the variationof several importantmission parametersas a
functionof time for 5440 revolutions(] year) of the nominalorbit. Through-
out this figure (and similarfiguresthroughoutthe paper) the small crosses
refer to sunsets,while the dots refer to sunrises. Figure 4(a) shows the
variationin the tangentlatitude,as previouslydefined in figure ], as a
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functionof time from launch. The cycles of coverageare driven by the orbit
precessionrelativeto the Sun and are typicalof nonsynchronousorbits. The
period of the cycles is about 100 days. This can be verifiedby noting that
the precessionrate of this orbit is about -2.5 deg/day relativeto inertial
space and, consequently,about -3.5 deg/dayrelative to the Sun. Note that
curves in figure 4 are not continuous;they are made up of discreteevents
occurringat the rate of about 30 per day. The slow change in the northernand
southernlatitudelimits of the coverage is due to the yearly cycle in subsolar
declinationand some additionalorbit constraints. At least the initialdis-
tributionof sunrisesand sunsetscan be understoodqualitativelyby consider-
ing the rotationof the orbit plane from its initialorientationshown in fig-
ure 3. For the nominalorbit there are about 9500 measurementopportunities
in a year, equallydividedbetweensunrisesand sunsets. The exact number is
dependenton the precisetiming of the launch,which can be altered to shift
the coveragecycles within the limits imposedby solar position. It is pos-
sible to select a launch time (an initialorbit plane orientation)which will
not permit tangentlatitudecoverageall the way to the poles, so that some
planning is necessaryin that regard. However,becauselaunch time variations
do not have a major effect on the overallperformanceof a ]-year mission, they
are not investigatedparametricallyin this study.
Figure 4(b) shows, for the nominalmission, the variationin pointing
angle 8 requiredto track the sunrisesand sunsetsthroughoutthe year. It
is not unexpectedthat a full ±]80° of scanningis requiredto accomplishthis
task. Note the symmetryevidentbetweenthe sunriseand sunset curves,which
may be of considerablesignificancein settingup a strategyfor pointing the
spacecraftsensorsin preparationfor detectinga sunrisebased on the angular
position of the previoussunset.
The tangentlongitudecoverage is examinedseparatelyfor sunrisesand
sunsets in figures 4(c) and (d), respectively. The overall impression is one
of reasonablycompletelongitude-latitudecoverageover a year, but the way in
which spatialcoverageis built up as a functionof time is obscured in these
two parts of figure 4. This matter is dealt with in more detail in subsequent
figures.
Figures 4(a) to (d) treat all occultationevents as equivalentand each
tangentpoint as a single set of two coordinates. In reality,the changing
conditionsunder which these events occur produce variablesunriseand sunset
rates which affect the amountof time availablefor measurements. When the
Sun is in the orbitalplane, the apparentverticalmotion of the Sun's image
throughthe atmosphereis maximum,while at the other extreme,when the space-
craft is moving parallel to the terminatorwith the Sun off to one side, the
sunriseor sunset rate approacheszero. There are potentialadvantagesand
drawbacksat each extremewhich must be taken into accountduring missionplan-
ning. One way to keep track of these changesis to calculatethe vertical
motion of the Sun's image relativeto the horizon: VreI = Vsc • rT at the
instantwhen the projectionof x8 touchesthe horizon. When the Sun is
behind or ahead of the spacecraft,this value is maximum and the length of time
requiredfor the Sun's image to pass throughthe atmosphereis short enough to
consider VreI constantduring the measurementopportunity. At the other
extreme, the motion of the Sun's image in the vicinityof the horizon is more
complicatedand must be examined in detail. The cyclic variationbetween fast
and slow sunrisesand sunsetsis directlyrelatedto the yaw angle B , previ-
ously identifiedin figure 4(b). Thus, values of B near 0° or ±]80° place
the Sun ahead of or behind the spacecraftand result in fast occultations,
while values near ±90° place the Sun to one side of the spacecraftand result
in slow occultations. In figure 4(e), VreI is plotted for the nominalmis-
sion. The right ordinategives the time requiredfor the Sun's image to pass
through]00 km of atmosphereat the constantrate VreI. As noted previously,
this rate is a good approximationfor the larger values of Vrel, but becomes
less meaningfulas the magnitudeof VreI approacheszero.
A consequenceof the variablemeasurementtime is that the tangentpoint
as previouslydefinedmoves during the course of a sunriseor sunset. The
resultingsmearingof the surfaceresolutionis of concernfor interpreting
measurements. The correspondencebetween the time availablefor measurements
and the change in surfacecoordinatesis not a simple one, but the limiting
cases can be described. As the spacecraftreachesthe extremesof its subsat-
ellite latitude,the change in subsatellitelatitudewith time is near zero;
the rate of change in tangentlatitudeis also generallylowest if the occulta-
tions occur during these portionsof the orbit. If the occultationsoccur when
the satelliteis near the equator,the rate of changeof the subsatellitelati-
tude is maximum, amountingto about (360°/5805sec) sin 70° _ 0.06 deg/sec
for the nominalorbit. The tangentlatitudechangesat about the same rate.
For the tangentlongitude,the situationis reversed,so that the maximum rates
of change occur at the highestsubsatellitelatitudes.
To illustratethe expectedchangesin surfaceconditionsduring a sunrise
or sunset,some representativemeasurementsituationshave been selectedfrom
the nominalmission. It must be emphasizedthat selectingspecificorbit situ-
ations for close inspection,as opposedto consideringoverallmission perfor-
mance must be viewedwith caution. The computermodel used to generateoccul-
tation data (relativeto a sphericalsurface) is not intendedto actually
predict the preciseoccurrenceof a particularevent many months in advance.
Even if a spacecraftwere maintainedin its orbit so that its actual precession
rate exactlymatched the approximatevalues used in this study, there would
still be some minor discrepanciesin timingof the events becauseof the dif-
ferencebetween the actual Earth horizonand the sphericalmodel of the Earth's
surface. These discrepancieswould be most noticeableduring the slow sunrises
or sunsets. However, situationslike the ones describedin the followingpara-
graph are certainto occur during the courseof any similarmission.
A limitingcase for a slow sunset and sunriseis examinedin detail in
figure 5. The upper plot shows the altitudeof the centerof the Sun's image
above the horizon as a function of time (refraction is ignored); the two middle
plots show the pointingangles e and 8 requiredto track the Sun; and the
lower plot shows the latitudeand longitudeof the tangentpoint. For this
figure, the computermodel was temporarilymodified to representthe Earth's
surfaceas an ellipsoid (seeref. 4) to improvethe estimateof where the hori-
zon actually is. This event is taken from near the beginningof the mission,
orbit ]07 on day 7. The center of the Sun just reachesthe horizonand then
starts back up again,giving more than ]2 min for observationof the atmosphere
below ]00 km. On precedingorbits there are other slow passagesof the Sun
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into and throughthe atmosphere. Table 2 shows the minimumaltitude reached
by the Sun on severalconsecutiveorbits and the lengthof time duringwhich
the Sun's center is between the horizonand ]00 km. These representativeval-
ues illustratethe possibilitiesfor measurementsnear the beginningand end of
periodsof occultation. Figure 4(e) shows that there are eight occasionsdur-
ing the nominalmission during which the very slow occultationsoccur, at which
time the situationsdescribedin figure5 prevail. Some of the viewingcondi-
tions are summarizedin table 3 for the slow sunset and sunrise (orbit]07);
and they are comparedwith values for a fast sunset or sunrise taken during the
period of maximum relativeverticalvelocityof the Sun's image with respect
to the horizon (orbit4]5). The frequencyof viewingconditionsbetween the
extremesof VreI is given in table 4 by actual count and percentagefor the
entire nominalmission. As seen in table 4, nearly all of the occultation
events occur in less than ]00 sec.
To completespecificanalysisof the nominalmission, there remainsonly
the additionalinvestigationof tangentlongitude-latitudecoverageand how
it is obtainedas a functionof time. In figures6(a), (b),and (c), the tan-
gent longitudesand latitudesof sunrisesand sunsetsare plotted for the first
7, 30, and 90 days after the start of occultations,respectively. In the first
of these plots (7 days) the points associatedwith the first ]5 orbits on which
occultationsoccur are numbered. It is clear from figure 6 that, typically,
the 360° range of longitudesis scannedfairly uniformlywith a resolutionof
roughly25° in a time during which the tangentlatitudechangesrelatively
little. A final view of longitude-latitudecoverageis presented in figure 7.
Here, the Earth's surfacehas been dividedinto longitude-latitudeboxes of
approximatelyequal area, correspondingto a 5° x 5° box at the equator,such
that the longitudewidth is an integerfactorof 360°. If the latitudeband
width is fixed, the farthera latitudeband is from the equator,the greater
must be the longitudespan of each box in that band to give the same area.
The longitudedivisionsas a functionof latitudeare made such that the number
of boxes within each 5° latitudeband resultsin the minimum departureof the
area of each box from the referencearea at the equator (5° x 5° _ 3 × ]05 km2).
A summaryof this global division is given in table 5 for one hemisphere. It
shows the latitudeband, the area includedwithin each band, the number of
boxes in the band, the longitudespan of each box, the area of each box, the
cumulativesurfacearea from equator to pole, the percentageof the hemi-
sphere'sarea in each band, and the cumulativepercentageof hemispherearea
from equator to pole. Figure 7 shows that the global distributionof tangent
points is not uniform. There is sparse or no coverageof some boxes in the
tropics,with heaviercoverage toward the poles. (Someparametricexamination
of this point is presented in the next section.) The lack of uniform temporal
coverage,clearlyevident in figure 4(a), presentsa potentialproblem in data
analysiswhich is nowhereevident in figure 7. While the ability to obtain
point measurementsin space and time is potentiallyvaluable,it is of more
interestto be able to separatetime and space effectsand to determinewhether
the data can be grouped in some way to detect,for example,persistentor per-
manent spatialdifferencesor trends in some measured quantityover the globe.
]0
Parametric Investigation of Tangent Latitude Coverage Available
From Solar Occultation Missions
From the spatialcoveragecapabilitiesof a specifichypotheticalsolar
occultationmission, it is of interestto generalizesome of the observed
results. It is of particularvalue to understandthe factorswhich influence
tangentlatitudecoverage,as this parameteris the most importantone for
determininghow much of the globe is covered. For any orbit, the available
tangentlatitudesare constrainedto lie within an envelopedeterminedby
orbit parametersand solar declination. So, first of all, the boundariesof
the envelopemust be determined. Figure 8(a) illustrates,for an orbit of
inclination i and altitude h, limitingconditionsunder which a sunriseor
sunset can be observed,given a solar declination 6. The spacecraftis at its
maximum subsatellitelatitude,and the plane of the figure contains R8 and
N, as definedin figure 2. Generally,orbits would be orientedso that occul-
tationsoccur regularlyas the spacecraftpasses into and out of the Earth's
shadow. However, for some conditions,as illustratedin figure 8(a), it is
possible for a spacecraftto be in continuoussunlight. The limitingcaseI
occurs when
D. i + 16oI= 900 (2)
where D is the Earth centralangle betweenspacecraftand tangentpoint at
the horizon:
ir°l+D--cos-1 - (3)
The angle D is a constantof the orbit, a functiononly of the circularorbit
altitude h. For the conditionsshown, sunrisesand sunsetsoccur just at the
northernextremeof the terminatorlatitude. (Thereis an analogousgeometry
for the southernextreme,when 68 is negative.) Such occultationsoccur, in
the limit, at IT = 90o - I6®I• Note that this is a limit imposedby the lati-
tude extremesof the solar terminator. Additionalconstraintsmay be imposed
by the abilityof a spacecraftto view occultationsat any particulartime;
that is, the spacecraftmust be able to view the terminatorfrom the dark side,
lookingperpendicularto the terminatorfrom an angulardistance D. If h
or i is increasedor if 60 is decreased,in figure 8(a), no occultations
could be observedfor this orientationof the orbit plane.
IIf i > 90° (as for Sun-synchronousorbits), use 180° - i in place
of i for these calculations.
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Figure 8(b) illustratesa conditionunder which no periodsof continuous
sunlightever occur and, as a consequence,the tangentlatitudeat which an
occultationevent is viewed can never be exactlyat the extremesof the termi-
nator latitude. This occurs when
D + i + 23o.44 < 90° (4)
where 23°.44 is the maximummagnitudefor the solar declination. The maximum
tangentlatitude,north or south,at which a sunriseor sunset can be observed
approaches,but may not equal or exceed D + i.
A third limitingcase is illustratedin figure 8(c). Here, for
D + i _ 90°, periodsof continuoussunlightcan occur regardlessof the
solar declinationif the orbit is properlyoriented.
To summarize,
]. If 23o.44 + D + i < 90°, sunrisesand sunsetsare always observed.
2. If I%1 + D + i £ 90°, total sunlight is possiblefor some orienta-
tions of the orbit plane during part of the year.
3. If D + i _ 90°, total sunlight is possiblefor some orientationsof
the orbit plane regardlessof solar declination,that is, at any time during
the year.
The applicationof these limitingvalues for solar occultationsto a range of
orbit inclinationsand altitudesis summarizedin figure 9. Combinationsof
orbit inclinationand altitudewhich fall above a curve of constant solar
declinationpermit periodsof continuoussunlightfor some orientationof the
orbit plane, while those below the curve do not. Above the I%1 = 0 curve,
periodsof continuoussunlightmay be observed at any time during the year with
an appropriateorientationof the orbit plane. (Thenominalorbit, indicated
in fig. 9, is such an orbit.) Below the I%1 = 23°.44 curve,periods of con-
tinuoussunlightmay not be observed regardlessof the time of year or orbit
plane orientation.
By extension,the data in figure 9 also indicatethe maximum tangentlati-
tudes observablefrom a particularorbit. To see how this works, consider the
variationof tangentlatitudeas a functionof orbit parameters. The geometry
is illustratedin figure ]0. The orbit inclination i and solar declination
68 are given. The desiredquantity is the tangentlatitude IT. Note that
the angle D is the central angle defined in equation (3) and is constantfor
a given orbit altitude. To solve for the unknownangles in the spherical
geometry,first let
n = 90° + ao (5)
]2
Then,
tan D
sin B =-
tan d
cos d = -cos i cos T]+ sin i sin T]coS C
sin b sin c
w
sin i sin d
(6)
sin c sin i
sin b =
sin d
sin (b + B) sin (180° - n) = sin (b + B) sin T]
(NorthernHemisphere)
sin AT =
sin (b + 180° + B) sin (180° - n) = -sin (b + B) sin T](SouthernHemisphere)
Note that when ItanD/tan dI > I, IsinBI > I and no occultationscan occur.
These equationshold only for i _ 90°. The angle c definesthe nodal orien-
tation of the orbit relativeto the solar terminator. For the purposesof
plotting data from equation (6), it is more convenientto use nodal orienta-
tions relativeto the subsolarmeridian _ - RA_. Varying c from -270° to
+90° is equivalentto varyingthe quantity _ - RA8 from -180° to +180°.
In figure 11, the variationof tangentlatitudewith nodal orientation
relativeto the subsolarmeridian is shown for 600-km circularorbits having
inclinationsof 50° and 70°, with solar declinationas a parameter. Fig-
ure 11(a) shows this variationfor the 50° orbit with solar declinationsof 0°,
±16°.1, and ±23o.44. At each value of _ - RA_ the limitingnorthern and
southerntangentlatitudesare shown with 68 as a parameter. The choice of
68 = ±16°.1 is not arbitrary;it is the limitingdeclinationfor which periods
of continuoussunlightare possiblewith this orbit. For 1601 > 16°.1, there
are orbit plane orientationswhich produceno occultations. It is clear from
figure 11(a) that limitingdeclinationsof ±16°.1 produce the maximum limitson
tangentlatitudesfor this orbit. The fact that the maximum magnitudeof the
tangentlatitudeoccurs at some time other than when the terminatorpasses
through the poles may appear contradictory,as the equinoxesmark the only
times at which pole-to-polecoverage is possibleunder any orbit conditions.
Qualitatively,this resultmay be explainedby noting that the poles are never
visiblefrom the 50°, 600-kmorbit, and occultationscan only occur at visible
latitudeswhere the spacecraftcan view the sun perpendicularlyacross the
terminator.
In figure 11(b), availabletangentlatitudesare shown for a 70°, 600-km
orbit. Here, continuoussunlightcan occur at any solar declinationfor some
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angular orientation of the orbit plane. Also, polar coverage is available from
this orbit when the terminator goes through the poles (i.e., when 6® = 0°).
The solar declinations of ±]0° have no special significance for this orbit and
are just intermediate values to illustrate the tangent latitude behavior.
As an example, consider the envelope of available tangent latitudes for
the 50°, 600-kmorbit as a functionof solar declination. Minimum and maximum
values of 1T are availablefrom figure ]], for the orbits and solar declina-
tions consideredthere,with equation (6) availableto fill in additional
points as needed. In principle,the analyticderivativeof equation (6) with
respect to c or some trigonometricfunctionof c could be set equal to zero
and evaluatedwith the requiredorbitalparameters,but such an analytic solu-
tion has not been found. The maximummagnitudeof tangentlatitude liT1 as
a functionof solar declinationis illustratedin figure12 for the 50°, 600-km
orbit. One boundaryon the latitude is formed by the solar terminatoritself,
while the other is formedby orbitalconstraints. Note that the maximum lati-
tude magnitudeof 730.9 is reachedwhen I_81 = ]6°.],and this occurrence
also marks the boundariesbetweenwhich periodsof continuoussunlightare pos-
sible. As indicatedon the figure, 16®I_ ]6o.] betweenMay and August and
again betweenNovember and February.
Figure ]3 shows the envelopesof availabletangentlatitudesfor several
600-km circularorbits which result from considerationof solar declinationand
of figure ]] in the case of the 50° and 70° orbits and similarcalculationsfor
the other orbits. The abscissa is linearwith time, rather than with solar
declination,so the resultingenvelopecould be superimposedon plots of actual
or simulatedtangentlatitudevariationssuch as figure 4(a). Table 6 (adapted
from ref. 3) gives a tabulationof solar declinationand right ascensionas a
functionof time from January ] and the vernal equinox,from which the termina-
tor restrictionscan be obtained for figure]3. Clearly,all the points north
of the terminatorcurve in the Northern Hemisphereor south of terminatorcurve
in the SouthernHemisphereare inaccessiblewith any orbit orientation. Any
additionalconstraintson the envelopeare due to the orbit. As previously
noted for the 50°, 600-kmorbit, the maximumnorthernor southerntangentlati-
tudes occur not at the equinoxes,when the terminatorgoes throughthe poles,
but between the times of the equinoxesand solstices. The maximum available
latitudeof 73o.9,north or south, for the 50° orbit is equal to 90° minus the
minimum solar declinationwhich allows some periods of continuoussunlight.
Note that in figures12 and ]3 the envelopesare not smooth curves;the orbit
constraintcurve intersectsthe solar declinationconstraintrather than blend-
ing in with it.
Also shown in figure ]3 is the envelope for a 60°, 600-km orbit, which has
a maximum availabletangentlatitudeof 83o.9, and a 40°, 600-km orbit which
should never reach the solar declinationlimit accordingto figure 9. The
envelope for a 70°, 600-km orbit followsthe solar terminatorcurve during each
hemisphere'ssummer season. This is to be expected from figure 9, which indi-
cates that at 600 km, any inclinationabove 66o.] (90° - 23o.9) allows periods
of continuoussunlightregardlessof solar declination. This is equivalentto
saying that such an orbit can alwaysbe oriented so that the Sun may be viewed
across the terminatorat either its northernor southernlimits (butnot both
at the same time of year).
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Finally, the maximum tangent latitudes, north or south, which are avail-
able from various orbits are summarized in table 7. These data are just exten-
sions of the calculations for figure 9. Also given in the right column of
table 7 is the minimum inclination which allows polar coverage at the equinoxes
as a function of circular orbit altitude; these data are also based on the cal-
culations used for figure 9 and are included here for completeness.
It can be seen now that mission-particular solar occultation data such as
those found in figure 4 can be generalized with the help of the preceding dis-
cussion. Thetangent latitudes vary within boundaries which are not visible in
figure 4, and these can be specified for any required orbit, as in figure 13,
so that at least the limiting effects of varying launch conditions can be
assessed. These effects include a seasonal component due to the Sun's motion
in declination and a daily component, equivalent to varying the nodal relation-
ship of the orbit to the Sun. Information such as that contained in figure I]
is directly applicable to determining the details of measurement opportunities
available during a given part of the year. If periods of continuous sunlight
are of interest, for either their deliberate inclusion or exclusion, figures 9
and 11, or their equivalents for particular orbits of interest, provide the
necessary mission-planning data. The geographical distribution of measurements
can be tailored to some extent by choosing the season and time of day of launch.
This is especially important for short-term missions, as orbital precession is
too slow to yield in a few days the variety of measurement opportunities avail-
able over the space of a year.
To illustrate how tangent latitudes vary within the boundaries defined in
figure ]3, figure 14 illustrates tangent latitudes for a 50° , 600-km orbit. In
figure 14(a) the initial nodal orientation relative to the Sun is the same as
for the nominal mission. In ]4(b) the orbit plane is rotated by 90° to produce
sunrises and sunsets at the start of the mission instead of after a period of
continuous sunlight. The tangent latitude envelope for this orbit, from fig-
ure 13, is superimposed on each part of figure 14; the periods during which
continuous sunlight is possible are also shown. As expected, the resulting
cycles of tangent latitude for each initial condition are contained within the
envelope, and periods of no occultation are restricted to those times of the
year when the magnitude of the Sun's declination exceeds ]6°.I. Note the
faster cycles of tangent latitude for the 50° orbit relative to the 70° nominal
orbit. From reference 3, the nodal precession rate is proportional to cos i:
_ -2.0646× ]0]4 cos i deg/day (7)
a3.5
Table 8 gives nodal precession rates for a variety of orbits. Note that Q is
zero at an inclination of 90° and positive for angles greater than 90°. Incli-
nations of around 1000 are in the range of Sun-synchronous orbits, for which
needs to be 0.9856473 deg/day (see ref. 3). A conflict is clearly evident
between frequency of coverage at some latitudes, driven by the nodal precession
rate, and total portion of the globe covered, a function of orbit inclination
and altitude. For example, equatorial latitudes are covered on 23 occasions
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during ] year from a 50°, 600-km orbit, but there is no polar coverage. To
achieve this at the same altitude, a higher inclination is required and for the
70° nominal mission, equatorial coverage is reduced to 15 occasions per year.
A final item of parametric interest relative to figure 14 is the distribu-
tion of measurements as a function of latitude. It is clear from figures 4(a),
(c), and (d) that there are many more measurements at some latitudes than at
others. Distributions of number of measurements as a function of tangent lati-
tude, in 5° bands, are shown in figure 15 for ]-year missions with 600-km
orbits having inclinations of 70° , 60°, and 50°. The peaks in the northern and
southern latitudes, away from the equator, are typical of many kinds of Earth-
pointing measurements made from space. The lack of complete symmetry about the
equator is due to having picked a particular initial orbital relationship to
the Sun, the effects of which are not overridden in a ]-year mission. The ini-
tial nodal orientation for all three orbits in figure ]5 is the same as that
used for the nominal mission of figure 4. The data for the 70° orbit may be
obtained directly from figure 7 by summing all the "boxes" in each 5° latitude
band. The total number of measurements resulting from a ]-year mission
increases as the inclination decreases, as the total length of all periods of
continuous sunlight decreases with decreasing i (due to the more rapid orbit
plane precession rate). Of course, the total number of occultation opportuni-
ties is limited to twice the number of orbits, a value achieved when no periods
of continuous sunlight are possible.
In additionto considerationsof coverageon the Earth's surface, through
the tangentpoints and their projectionsthroughthe atmosphere,there is also
some potentialinterestin what is viewed on the surfaceof the Sun. For
example,what are the heliographic(Sun-centered)coordinatesof the unit vec-
tor x8 which has been used in the previousmission analysesfor defining
Sun viewing conditions? If the Sun's disk is scannedfrom edge to edge, what
are the heliographiccoordinatesavailableto the viewer? This may be of con-
cern in avoidingor accountingfor sunspotactivity,which is known to be a
functionof heliographiclatitude (seeref. 5, for example). For instruments
whose field of view is small comparedwith the angularsize of the Sun (approx-
imately0.5 deg) it is also possible that accurate instrumentcalibrationsand
data interpretationmay be compromisedif the viewingconditionson the Sun are
not well known during the time of calibrationand data taking. Such informa-
tion can be generatedduring preliminarymission analysesby making use of
informationcalculatedat the time of occultation. The problem is complicated
geometricallyby the Sun's rotationalaxis not being perpendicularto the
ecliptic;that is, its equator does not lie in the ecliptic. Earth-centered
vectorsmust first be transformedinto a heliocentric-eclipticsystem and then
into the heliographicsystem,or vice versa. Because of the periphera!nature
of this problem, its self-containedsolutionis dealt with in appendixB. An
example is given there of how the heliographiccoordinatesmight change over
the year during the nominalmission.
STATISTICALINTERPRETATIONOF DATA FROM SOLAR OCCULTATIONMISSIONS
In order to understand how data from long-term solar occultation missions
may be interpreted, it is necessary to augment the information already generated
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for the simulatedmissions describedpreviously. The spatialand temporal
distributionsof measurementopportunitieshave alreadybeen specifiedfor
the nominalmission of figure 4 (70° inclination,600-km altitude,] year).
In keepingwith the generalapproachoutlinedin the introductionto the paper,
a single additional"output"quantity q is now associatedwith each measure-
ment opportunity. For the nominalmission there are 9480 such opportunities.
The parameter q is a functionof tangentlongitude,tangentlatitude,and
time. It is assumedfor the presentpurposes to have been obtaineddirectly
withoutmeasurementerror, even though the processof obtainingvalues of q
as a result of an actualmissionmay well be an arduousand error-pronetask.
The physicalvariablewhich q representsis assumedto have both systematic
and randomvariability. No other physicalcharacteristicsneed be attributed
to q. A dimensionlessnumericalvalue is assignedto each sunriseor sunset
measurementopportunity,uniquelyspecifiedby its time and position coordi-
nates. The mathematicalmodel which producedthe simulatedmeasurementsis not
given except as it can be determinedfrom the measurementsthemselves. This
approach is an attemptto free the discussionwhich followsfrom the prejudice
of additionalknowledgewhich may not exist for a real mission.
The problem of data interpretationis to group the measurementsin a mean-
ingfulway and to search these groupingsfor patternswhich emerge. It is of
interesthere to producea functionwhich shows how q, or its average,varies
as a functionof time. Figure 4(a) shows that the tangentpoint passes through
a particularlatitudeseveraltimes per year, dependingon the latitude. This
occurs on ]5 differentoccasionsper year at equatoriallatitudes (forthe nom-
inal mission),but only once or twice at polar latitudes. Additionally,fig-
ure 6 has shown that completelongitudinalcoverage is obtainedat about 25°
intervals,during a period of time (a littleover a day) in which the tangent
latitude changesvery little. Thus, figures4(a) and 6 can be used to justify
grouping solar occultationdata in subsetscorrespondingto measurementstaken
during small time intervals,within bands of latitude. Longitudinaldependence
may be removedif it can be assumedto be negligible,or to be properly aver-
aged by consideringthe availabledata within a band of latitude. In fact, for
many measurementsof interest,dispersionand transportof atmosphericconstit-
uents is much more rapid to the east and west than it is to the north and
south, leadingto longitudinaluniformitywhen no comparableuniformity
exists as a functionof latitude. In any event, it is necessaryto quantify
this assumption. Let t be an averagetime duringwhich a subsetof mea-
surementsis made, and let X be the midpoint in a latitudeband (5° bands
are used for this study):
tlast + tfirst
2
(8)
X = _high + _low
2
]7
Within each latitudeband and time interval,there exists a true mean _q:
Pq(X,t)li[,_= 21TAt AX t X q(X,L,t)dX dt dL (9)
It is assumedthat for nq measurementsof some parameter q within a partic-
ular latitudeband, the true mean can be approximatedas a functionof latitude
and time by
nq
qi(l,L,t)
i=I
_(X,t)I_ _ = (10)
i
IX,t nq
Table 9 gives a set of valuesof q(_,t) for the nominalmission. Within
each 5° latitudeband, startingat the South Pole, measurementsare grouped
accordingto time in the followingway: if a measurementtime differsfrom
the precedingone by less than a day, it is retainedin the currentdata sub-
set; otherwisea new subset is started. This proceduregroups the data in the
naturalway indicatedby figure 4(a). Near the equatorthere are 15 such sub-
sets in a year. Table 9 lists for each subset (thereare from I to 15 subsets
in each latitudeband) the numberof measurements nq, the mean value _, the
sample standarddeviation Sq, the averagetime of the measurement _, and the
first and last measurementtime tfirst and tlast referencedto the begin-
ning of a calendar year, January 1, 1981. It has been assumed for simplicity
of presentationthat the data are periodicover a year so that information
obtainedon any date is the same except for random componentsas that obtained
on the same date in adjacentyears. Hence the data obtained in 1982 can be
used to fill in the 1981 data prior to the mission launch time. This need not
apply to an actual mission,but no difficultyis introducedinto the analysis
if such an assumptionis not made. The sample variance Sq2 is computedin
the usual way:
n nz<qi zqi2 q"= "= \i=I
Sq2 = = (I])
nq - ] nq- I
For those cases where nq = ], Sq is not defined, and such places are
noted by blanks in table 9; the first and last measurementtimes are also left
blank.
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There are still uncertaintiesto be resolvedabout each _ and its rela-
tionshipto the true mean pq over the same time interval. In general, the
distributionof various atmosphericconstituentsrepresentedhere by q may be
driven by diurnal and short-termcycles in additionto a longer term (seasonal)
cycle whose behavior is soughtas a resultof the proposed]-year nominalmis-
sion. It is clear that diurnal cycles are fundamentallyinaccessiblethrough
solar occultationmeasurements,which are restrictedto local dawn or dusk con-
ditions. The short-termcyclesmight be driven in longitudeby what are com-
monly known as planetarywaves (whichmay also exhibitlong-termpatterns),and
their behaviormight typicallybe of considerableinterestin an actual mission.
The samplingfrequencyof q (about30 per day) or, equivalently,the longitu-
dinal spatialresolutionof about 25° (recallfig. 6) poses certainproblems
for extractingshort-termtemporalinformationfrom this type of mission.
Detailedconsiderationof these matters is beyond the scope of this paper.
Note that the span of time over which each _ is formed, tlast - tfirst, is
short comparedwith the seasonalcycle of interestand it is assumedthat the
behaviorof the short-termcycles is such that _ is equal to the truemean
as defined in equation (9). If this assumptionbreaks down becauseof planetary
wave behavior,other short-termbehavior,or more permanentlongitudinalnonuni-
formities,then a one-dimensionalspatialconceptof latitudezonal averages
over the time scales of interestwould not be valid and should be discardedin
favor of a two-dimensionalspatialgrid. These questionsdeservecloser scru-
tiny when measurementsare consideredfor atmosphericconstituentswhose actual
behavior is known to some extent,either from theoryor previousmeasurements.
In particular,the restrictionof solar occultationmeasurementsto dawn and
dusk means that some understandingof diurnalbehavior is essentialfor proper
interpretationof the _'s.
Supposenow that it is desiredto determinea yearly mean _ as a func-
tion of latitude:
iili - q(l,L,t) dl dt dL (12)]J_!(1)_ 2n 365 A1 v0 1
It is certainthat p_ cannot be obtainedjust by taking the unweightedmean
of all the q's in each latitudeband. The difficultywith such a procedure
is easily seen by referringto the column labeled nq in table 9. For example,
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in the latitudeband from -65° .to-60 , nq varies£rom 5 to 2]8, so that an
unweightedaverageof all the q's in this band favors some measurementoppor-
tunitiesover others when there is no reason to do so. This difficulty is
found in all the latitudebands, so taking unweightedaveragesis clearlynot
an acceptableuse of the availabledata. Another approachis to use the _'s
themselvesas data and averagethem to estimate P_. This could be thought
of as a way of weightingthe individualpoints within each subsetof measure-
ment opportunities. It is an intuitivelyattractiveway to achieve the desired
results,especiallywhen there appear to be "enough"valuesof q- If the
_'s are used in this way, it is then temptingto say, as in equation (10),
that for each latitudeband the yearly average P_ is estimatedby a
quantity Q:
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n_
i=l
Q(X) IT, - n_ (]3)
where n_ is the number of data subsetsfor each latitudeband in table 9. If
this is an acceptableprocedure,then the variance is
_ _li2 - /_----_I"= i I
sgl2= (]4)
However, it is a fundamentalcharacteristicof the solar occultationtech-
nique that such calculationsare not justifiedin the statisticalsense.
Equations (]3)and (]4)presume that the samples (the _'s) are taken uni-
formly (in time) from the total population. The distributionof _ appears
uniformnear the equatorbut is clearlynot uniformnear the poles. At inter-
mediate latitudesthe distributionis difficultto assess in a strictlyquanti-
tativeway. Because of the problemswith applyingotherwisestraightforward
descriptive_statistics,no statisticallyacceptableconfidencelimits can be
placed on Q as calculatedwith equation (]3). That is, it is not necessar-
ily true that there is a 95-percentprobabilitythat the true mean _ differs
from Q by no more than ±2s_, as would be the case if the _'s were normally
distributed. The well-knownt-statistic,which might be used for establishing
confidencelimitswhen the populationvariance is not known, is not applicable
either,as it, too, requiresthat the samplesfrom the populationbe randomly
selected.
An alternativeway to arrive at the desiredgoal of establishinga yearly
mean within a latitudeband is to proposea model for describingthe behavior
of q. At the center of each latitudeband let
_I= Q + A sin (360t + y) + £ (15)
where Q is the mean value of _ averagedover a year, A is an amplitude,
t is time in fractionsof a year, y is a phase factor (in degrees),and
is a residual term. This is a very simpleperiodicmodel which, through y,
allows some adjustmentof the locationof the maximumand minimumvalues within
the yearly cycle. The residualterm can incorporaterandomerror as well as
unmodeledvariability. Equation (15)can be rewrittenas follows:
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= _ + A cos y sin 360t + A sin y cos 360t + € (]6)
Or, letting C] = 4, C2 = A cos y, and C3 = A sin y,
= C] + C2 sin 360t + C3 cos 360t + _ (]7)
For n measurementsof q, M],. .,Mi,. .,Mn:
M] ] sin 360t] cos 360t] C] I
• I " " C2
.... C 3
Mi l= ] sin 360ti cos 360ti + i (18)
I
• J • • • i.Mn ] sin 360t n cos 360t: n + _n'
In matrix notation,
M = B_CC+ __ (]9)
where C is a 3 x ] matrix of parametersto be estimatedand B is a 3 × n
matrix of coefficientsevaluatedat the measurementtimes t],. . .,ti,. . .,tn.
It is then well known that the set of parameterswhich minimizes the sum of the
squaresof the residuals(theunweightedleast squaresestimate)is given by
= (BTB)-]BTM (20)
A A A A
From the elementsof C (C], C2, and C3) the desiredmodel parametersare
Q= C]
Y tan-] (C3/C2) (2])
^ c2/ "_A = COS
2]
Recall that the problemwith calculatingstatisticalmeans, as in equa-
tion (]3),was one of interpretingthe results. Now, with a model and its
parameters,this interpretationis made straightforwardin its own restricted
way. In the least squaressense describedabove, the model parametersin
table ]0 are the best ones obtainablefor the model used. It remainsonly to
calculatehow much of the observedvariabilityin the data (the _'s) is
representedby the model. With three parameters,three data points can be
representedperfectly,while more than three are generallyimperfectlyrepre-
sented. This may be true even if the postulatedmodel is the true model,
becauseof the possibleexistenceof random error in the data. It can be shown
that for any observedvalue Yi from a set of observed values,its expected
value Yi (as calculatedfrom a model), and the mean value Y of all
observed values in the set, the followingrelationholds:
(Yi - Y)2 = 7-- (Yi - Y)2 + ___ (Yi - Yi) 2 (22)
i i i
Sum of squares= Sum of squaresdue + Sum of squaresabout
about the mean to regression the regression
This well-knownstatisticalresultexpressesthe fact that the variability
about the mean (thesum of squaresabout the mean) is explainablein terms
of the modeledvariability (thesum of squaresdue to regression)plus the
unmodeledvariability(thesum of squaresabout the regression). It is
desiredthat the unmodeledvariabilitybe small, that is, that the ratio
(Yi - Y) 2
i
R = (23)
(Yi - _)2
i
be close to unity. If R is ] (or ]00 percent),then the model perfectly
representsthe data. If R is less than ], then there is variabilitywhich
has not been accountedfor with the existingmodel; this may be random or
systematicvariability.
The last columnof table ]0 shows R for the least squaresfit to each
applicablelatitudeband. It is interestingto note that almost none of the
variabilityin the data is representedby the model near the equator. This
correspondsto the decreasingamplitudeof the sine curve, A, near the
equator;there is very little systematicvariabilityof the form postulated.
It is temptingto conclude that the variabilitywhich is seen near the equator
is only randomvariationin _, but this conclusion,based on the information
presentedhere, is unwarranted;it can be said only that the postulatedmodel
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does not work everywhere. Farther away from the equator,the model appears to
do better, indicatingthe possibleexistenceat these latitudesof a marked
annualcycleof simple(sinusoidal)structure.Thismodelseemsat leastcon-
ceptuallyto have obtaineda result,the yearly average value Q, which was not
obtainablewith the simple descriptivestatisticsdescribedpreviouslY. It
could be argued that even better resultscould be obtainedwith a more sophisti-
cated model. However, there are some basic problemswith the presentapproach
which are analogousto the lack of confidencein computed statisticalmeans.
The least squares techniqueguarantees,in a particularsense, the best values
for the model coefficients,given a particularset of data. But, the goal of
modeling is not just to representone set of data, but to representthe func-
tional behaviorof the quantityof interest. If the same model were applied to
other samplesof _, differentcoefficientswould result. In fact, if sev-
eral sets of _'s are used, all of which are uniformlydistributedover a
year within each latitudeband, the resultingcoefficientscan be shown to be
normallydistributedwith variancesrelated (througha measure of the error
variance)to the diagonalcomponentsof the matrix (BTB)-] as defined in
equation (20). These variancesare largestwhen n_ is smallest. When
n_ = 3, the data are representedperfectlyby the model, but the variances
associatedwith the coefficientsare no longer defined. This means, for exam-
ple, that the behaviorof _ cannotbe predictedanywhere else within that
latitudeband. Closer to the equator,the variancesare smaller,and hence the
model has more usefulnessas an interpolativetool. The coefficientscan be
assumed to be correctand the residualterm can be assumedto representrandom
componentswith variance SR2, where SR2 is the sum of squaresof the resid-
uals based on three degreesof freedom (becausethree parametershave been
calculated):
n_
7-(%  i,2
i=]
SR2 = (24)
n_ - 3
A
The estimatedvalue of qi, qi, is obtainedfrom equation (]5)using the coef-
ficientsfrom eguation (2]). Despitethe difficultyof using the model coeffi-
cients with SR2 to predicta range for the values of _, SR2 is given in
table ]0 for each latitudeband having enough data; the values tend to be larg-
est near the equator,but there is no explanationfor this behaviorwithin the
informationpresented.
There are two reasonsfor not calculatingthe coefficientvariancesin
this paper. First, the samplesof _ are not demonstrablyuniformlydis-
tributedin all cases, especiallynear the poles. Second,the error variance
associatedwith the _'s is not known. It may be relatedto SR2, which
would be the variancedue to random componentsin _ if the postulatedmodel
were the true model and the residualrepresentedonly random contributionsto
due to the propertiesof the physicalparameterrepresentedby _. (It
may be believed that the distributionof any quantityin the atmosphereis
ultimatelydeterministic,but the time scale of the drivingprocessesmay be
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such that the results would appear truly random when superimposed on the
occultation measurements.) It is more likely that the model is too simple,
incomplete, or wrong, and that the error variance should be some composite of
variances of the q's (the original data) as determined from equation (I]).
That is, there should be some global function which determines the size of the
random components superimposed on _. A measure of the true error variance
is rarely possible; it requires repetition of measurements in both space and
time. This is fundamentally unattainable with satellite measurements and
requires, as a minimum, the assumption that equivalent future times can be
found to substitute for repetitive measurements at the same time.
As a final comment on the use of models to represent satellite data, note
that the success of such models in representing data no more guarantees their
physical correctness than a lack of such success indicates their unsuitability.
In the present example, data have been represented very well over part of the
globe (near the poles), but the data themselves are insufficient for qualita-
tively satisfying explanations of parametric behavior. In other regions,
common sense seems to dictate that explanations in terms of small systematic
variability and large random components are reasonable in spite of a lack of
statistical rigor in the arguments. Further definition of this situation
demands additional insight from theory and experiment as well as ample justifi-
cation for detailed analysis.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the first part of this paper, the orbit dynamicsof solar occultation
have been discussedfirst for a particularmission and then in a more general
way. This order of presentationuses a hypotheticalmission to define impor-
tant characteristicsof all solar occultationmissions so that the most signif-
icant points can be amplifiedin the parametricdiscussions. Observabilityof
the Sun from space as it rises or sets on the horizon is determinedby orbit
parametersand seasonalfactors;the interdependencebetweensatelliteand Sun
is a complicatedone, as both source and observercontributeto a constantly
changinggeometry. Emphasis has been placed on understandingthe distribution
of measurementopportunitiesover the surfaceof the Earth. The critical spa-
tial coordinateis latitude. Good longitudecoverage is guaranteedby the
Earth's rotation,at a much higher rate (] revolutionper day) than the rota-
tion of the orbit plane in inertialspace (a few degreesper day). Pole-to-
pole latitudecoverage is availableonly in the springand fall, when the solar
terminatorpasses through the poles. Even then, orbit parameters- altitude,
inclination,and orbit plane orientation- may prohibit coverageat the north-
ern and southernlatitudeextremes. A year-longnominalmission (70° inclina-
tion, 600-kmaltitude)has been chosen to providecoveragewhich extends into
both polar regions in the spring and fall. Solar occultationlatitudecoverage
patternsare characterizedby their cyclic behavior,drivenby precessionof
the orbit plane and the Sun's motion in inertialspace. At some higher incli-
nations and latitudes,periodsof no occultationcan occur, duringwhich the
Sun is always in sight of the spacecraft. These periods typicallylast a few
days. A special case occurs for Sun-synchronousorbits,where the precession
rate matches the averageangular rate of the Sun (about] deg/day). Then the
initialgeometry is maintained,on the average,and geographicalcoverage is
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limited in latitudeor nonexistentif the geometry is such that no sunrisesor
sunsetsmay be viewed.
Temporalcoverage is characterizedmost prominentlyby its restrictionto
local dawn or dusk. With 2 measurementopportunitiesper orbit, there can be
on the order of 104 measurementsduringa year. The unevenseasonaldistribu-
tion of the measurements(withinbands of latitude,for example) is such that
straightforwardstatisticalinterpretationof time-averagedquantitiesof
interestis not possible. This problem has led to the secondmajor division
of the paper, in which some statisticallimitationsof solar occultationdata
are discussedin detail. The procedureinvolvesthe associationof a single
output quantitywith each measurementopportunity. All that is known about
this quantity,for the purposesof this paper, is that substantialvariability
is revealedby the availabledata. Although there are certainqualitatively
"obvious"conclusionswhich can be drawn from an examinationof the data, the
nature of the data prevents statisticallymeaningfulconfidencelimits from
being placed on some apparentlysimple calculations. If descriptivestatistics
are discardedin favor of mathematicallymodeling the functionalbehaviorof
the observedquantity, it is shown that the extent to which variabilityof a
particularfinite set of data can be representedin a mathematicalway has
little to do with the physicalappropriatenessof the model. (The simplemodel
proposed representsthe data quite well over some portionsof the globe, but
there is no reasonwhatsoeverto embrace its physical implications.) If it
is realizedthat functionalrepresentationof certainbehavior is the goal of
modeling,and not just the representationof a specificset of data, it has
been concludedthat statisticalconfidencein the modelingcoefficientsmay be
as lackingas confidencelimitswere for averagedquantitiesin the descriptive
statistics. The persistentinterpretiveproblemswith these data are reassur-
ing in a way, because they arise from insufficientinformationabout the quan-
tity of interest;any techniquewould be suspectif it appearedto overcome
such difficultiesin the absenceof additionalinformation,eitheractual or
assumed.
This paper shows that long-termsolar occultationmissions can contribute
significantlyto understandingthe Earth's atmosphere. In some cases,when
measurementsobtained in this way will be the only ones available,their sta-
tisticaladequacyis of secondaryimportance. For valid statisticalanalyses
to be appliedto global descriptionsof parametricbehavior,such measurements
must eventuallybe supplementedwith other sourcesof information. Similar
approachescan be appliedto occultationinvolvingobjectsother than the Sun,
naturalor man-made. The caveatsencounteredin data analysisare applicable,
as well, to other environmentalmeasurements;they point to the need for care-
ful experimentdesignwhenever such controlcan be exercised.
LangleyResearchCenter
NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
Hampton,VA 23665
January ]0, 1980
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APPENDIXA
DETERMININGTHE CONDITIONSUNDER WHICH THE SUN IS OCCULTEDBY THE EARTH
RELATIVETO A SATELLITEHAVING FIXED ORBIT ELEMENTS
Solutionof the occultationproblem involvesdeterminingthe points on
its orbit at which a satelliteenters or leaves the Earth's shadow. The
geometryis shown in sketch (A]). The symbolsused for this appendixform a
_0
sketch (A])
self-containedset, and they are not all defined in or consistentwith the
symbol lists in the body of the paper or in appendixB. All the vector quan-
titiesare expressedin a systemwhose x-y plane lies in the plane of the sat-
ellite orbit, with x and y orientedas indicatedin sketch (A]). Such
a coordinatesystem is called the PQW system. Vectors can be rotated into the
PQW systemby standardprocedures. (See, for example, ref. 6.)
A0 to A4 constantsas definedbelow
d vector perpendicularto the terminator,extendingfrom the terminator
to the satellite,km
e eccentricity
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f true anomaly,deg
p semilatusrectum,km
r radiusvector to satellite,km
£8 unit vector to the Sun
+
r8 Earth radiusvector to the terminator,km
unit vector in direction of the perigee of the satellite orbit
unit vector at right angles to _ along the semilatusrectum
angle between £Q and r, deg
The geometricconstraintis the requirementthat at a point where the satellite
enters or leaves the Earth'sshadow,
^ . r82)r8 • d = -d = -(r2 - ]/2 = r cos
That is, £8 and d are antiparallel. This restrictioncan be written in
another way:
£8 " d = £8 " (r - rs) = £8 " r = r£8 • (_ cos f + _ sin f) = r cos
The x- and y-componentsof the unit vector to the Sun are
rsx = £8 "
rsy = 2® •
Then,
(r2 - r82)]/2
rsx cos f + rsv sin f = -
r
Since r = p/(] + e cos f),
p E p2 1Ij2] + e cos f(rSxcos f + r_y sin f) + - r82 = 0(]+ e cos f)2
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This can be rewrittenin terms of cos f:
A0 cos4 f + A] cos3 f + A2 cos2 f + A3 cos f + A4 = 0
The constantsare
4 2
A0 = I_> e4 - 2<_> <r2y - r2x>e2 + <r2x + r2y>2
A] = 4 e3 - 4 (r_y - r2x)e
A2 = 6 e2 - 2 (r2y- r2x) - 2 (] - r2y)e2
2 2
2 _ r2x)(] _ r2y) _ 4r®xrSy+ 2(r_y
A3 = 4 e - 4 (] - r2y)e
A4 = - 2 (] - r2y) + (] - r2y)2
The fourth-orderequationmay be solved by standardprocedures. The two
spurious rootsmay be rejectedby noting that 12® × _i = r sin _ = i_Si and
_8 • _/r _ 0 for occultationto occur.
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VIEWINGPOINTS ON THE SUN'S SURFACEFROM A SPACECRAFT
The purposeof this appendixis to develop the equationsnecessaryfor
locatinga point on the Sun's surfaceas it is viewed from a spacecraftin
orbit around the Earth. The symbolsused for this appendixform a self-
containedset, and they are not all defined in or consistentwith the symbol
lists in the body of the paper or in appendixA.
a centralangle between the intersectionof the scanningplane with the
solar equatorand the sub-Earthmeridian,deg (seesketch (B7))
A constant,defined in equation (B7)
B heliographiclatitudeof the viewingpoint, deg
Bo heliographiclatitudeof the sub-Earthpoint, deg
c centralangle betweenthe intersectionof the scanningplane with the
solar equatorand the sub-Earthpoint, deg (seesketch (B7))
iQ angle between the scanningplane and the solar equatorialplane, deg
i_ inclinationof the solar equator to the ecliptic,deg
J.D. Julian date
£ differencein heliographiclongitudebetweenthe meridian passing
throughthe viewingpoint and the intersectionof the scanning
plane with the solar equator,deg (seesketch (B7))
L heliographiclongitudeof the viewingpoint, deg
Lo heliographiclongitudeof the sub-Earthpoint, deg
M heliographiclongitudeof the ascendingnode of the solar equatoron
the ecliptic,deg
unit vector in the directionof the Sun's north pole, may be specified
in an eclipticcoordinatesystem (Pec)or in a right-ascension--
declination (Earthequatorial)system (Peq)
_(r) position vector from Earth's center (orunit vector)of a
spacecraft,km
+
rT vector from Earth's center to a point of tangencyat the Earth's
surfaceor in its atmosphere,km (seesketch (B]))
rT(rTx,rTy,rTz) unit vector in the directionof rT
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S sub-Earthpoint on the Sun
S vector from the spacecraftto the point of tangency
SC spacecraft
V viewingpoint on the Sun
_@(x_,y@,z@) unit vector to the Sun
X matrix defined in equation (B3)
+ +
angle between S and -r (seesketch (B]))
€ obliquityof the Earth's equatorto the ecliptic,deg
_(nx,ny,_z) unit vector, rT × x®
_p unit vector, P × x_
8 angularpart of a polar coordinatesystemfor describingviewing
points on the Sun's surface (seesketch (B2))
A heliocentriclongitudeof the Earth, deg
p number between0 and 1 which locatesthe viewingpoint relative
to the center of the solar disk (seesketch (B6))
_(px,Py,pz) unit vector definingthe orientationof the scanningplane
relative to the spacecraft
T directionof vernal equinox vector
centralangle, sin-] P
_8 celestiallongitudeof the ascendingnode of the solar equatoron
the ecliptic,deg
Subscripts:
x,y,z componentsof a unit vector along Earth equatorialright-ascension--
declinationcoordinatesystem
Assume that the Sun is viewed from a spacecraftalong a line of sight
directed at the centerof the solar disk. The "cross hairs" of this viewing
systemare the projectionsof _T and _ on the solar disk, where the
geometry is as follows:
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Sketch (BI)
Points on the solar disk are locatedby the polar coordinatesystem (p,@)as
shown below:
Sketch (B2)
The unit vector P in the right-ascension--declinationsystem is found by
solving the followingset of equations,where @ is specified:
-%
" rT = cos e (BI)
• _ = -sin @
J
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Or, in matrix form:
pX = [0,cos@,-sin @] (B2)
where
x_ rTx qxl
X = YO rTy _y (B3)
z_) rTz T]z
Then,
= [0,cos%,-sin @]X-] (B4)
Algebraically,,
QxX_ + pyy8 + pzZ8 = 0
PxrTx + pyrTy + QzrTz = cos @ (B5)
Pxqx + QyQy + Qznz = -sin @
and the components of p are
Px = -(rTy sin @ + T]ycos @)z8 - (rTz sin @ + qz cos @)Y8
]py = +(rTx sin @ + qx cos @)z8 - (rTzsin @ + qz cos 0)x8 (B6)
]PZ = -(rTx sin 8 + qx cos %)Y8 - (rTy sin % + qy cos @)x_)
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where
A = (_xrTy- _yrTx)Z8+ (nzrTx- _xrTx)Y8+ (nyrTz- nzrTy)xQ (B7)
The Sun's coordinatesystem is detailed in reference7. Specifically,the
inclinationof the solar equator to the eclipticand the celestiallongitudeof
the ascendingnode of the solar equatoron the eclipticare
i0 = 70.25 (B8)
_0 = 73o-666667+ 3.82]583× ]0-5(j.D.- 239 6759.5) (B9)
where 239 6759.5 is the Julian date (J.D.)for ]850.0 (seeref. 3 for an
explanationof time and coordinatesystems). A heliographiclongitude-
latitudesystem is establishedon the Sun's surfaceas follows:
Pec
Centralmeridian
Solarequator
Ecliptic
T
Sketch (B3)
The heliographiclongitudeof the solar equatorascendingnode on the ecliptic
M is arbitrarilyreferencedfrom a solar meridian that passed throughthe
solar equatorascendingnode at Greenwichmean noon, January ], ]854,
J.D. 239 8220.0. The siderealrotationperiod of 25.38 mean solar days is
used to establishthe Sun's rotationrate of ]4.]84397]6deg/day,and M
is given by
M = 292o.766+ ]4.]84397]6(2430000.5 - J.D.) (B]0)
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The unit vector for the orientationof the Sun's pole in eclipticcoordinates
_ec is
Pec,x = sin i8 sin
Pec,y = -sin i8 cos _ (BI])
Pec,z = cos i8
The centralmeridian is that meridianwhich passes throughthe sub-Earthpoint
S. For all practicalpurposes S is identicalto the subsatellitepoint for
any near-Earthorbit. The sub-Earthcoordinatesare calculatedfrom the
Earth'sheliocentriclongitude A:
Sun's pole
i B
Bc S Ec_iptic
Sketch (B4)
sin(_8 - A) sin iO = sin Bo (BI2)
cos(Q_ - A) = cos (90° - Bo) cos 90° + sin (90° - Bo) sin 90° cos (M - Lo)
cos(_® - A) = cos Bo cos (M - Lo) (B]3)
sin (90° - Bo) sin (_ - A)
sin (90° - i8 sin (M- Lo)
cos Bo sin (M- Lo) = sin (_8 - A) cos i8 (B]4)
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Equations (B]2), (B]3),and (B]4)are sufficientto solve unambiguouslyfor the
coordinates Lo and Bo.
The projectionof P across the solar disk defines a plane which cuts
the Sun in a great circle throughthe sub-Earthpoint. The geometryis shown
below:
Sketch (BS)
The viewinginstrumentmay scan along the projectionof P to some point V.
The angle which the scanningplane makes with the solar equator is required.
In an Earth equatorialright-ascension-declinationsystem,this plane is char-
acterizedby the unit vector _p:
Then, the angle betweenthe equatorand the scanningplane ip is
ip = cos-] (_p • Peq) (B]6)
where the unit vectorfor the Sun's north pole has been transformedfrom an
eclipticsystem (seeeq. (B]]))into the Earth equatorialright-ascension--
declinationsystem:
Peq,x = sin i8 sin
Peq,y = -sin ie cos _ cos £ - cos ie sin E (B]7)
Peq,z = -sin i8 cos _ sin _ + cos i8 cos
J
The Earth'sobliquity E is about 23o.44.
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TO define the viewingpoint V along _, considermoving a certaindis-
tance away from the centerof the solar disk. The geometryis shown below:
IO._ p__1
S @ sin-lp
Sketch (B6)
Some fractionof the solar disk, given by Q between0 and ], is convertedto
a centralangle on the surfaceof the Sun throughthe relationshipfor 4.
The problemis solved now, in principle. Typically,the solution is coded
for computer implementationand it is necessaryto exercisecaution in applying
sphericaltrigonometricrelationships. The geometricalrelationshipsare sum-
marized below:
P
Scanning plane
BS
"_ -" Solar equator
!
!
L
T
Sketch(7)
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Interpretationof these angularquantitiesis influencedby three factors: the
angle between _p and P; the angle between £ and P (where r, _p, and
must be expressedin identicalcoordinatesystems,the Earth equatorialright-
ascension--declinationsystem,for example);and the value of sub-Earthlatitude
(specifically,whether Bo is positiveor negative). Table B] summarizesthe
possibilities. The followingtrigonometricand logicalrelationshipsmay be
applied:
.*
zp= cos-I 8)
_]* "* < 90o)
zp (ip=
ip =
80° - i_ (zp > 90°)
c = sin-] (sinBo/sin ip)
a = sin-] (tanBo/tan ip) (B]8)
B* = sin-I ip sin [4 + sign (£ • _)c]_
L* = sin-] (tanB*/tan ip)
B = sign (_ • 9)B*
L*L = Lo + sign (cos ip) - sign (£ • P)a
where the sign ( ) function is equal to +I or -] dependingon the sign of the
argument insidethe parentheses.
An applicationof the set of equations(B]8) to the nominal 70°, 600-km
solar occultationmission describedin the main body of the paper (see fig. 4)
is illustratedin figureB]. Here, the heliographiclatitude for viewing the
"top" edge of the Sun's image (O = 0, P = ]) and the sub-Earthpoint are
plottedas a functionof time from launch for ] year. As an exampleof their
use, such data, or tabulatedversionsof them, could perhapsbe the basis for
a statisticalanalysisof the effectsof sunspotactivityon measurement
opportunities.
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TABLE B].- POSSIBLEGEOMETRIESFOR VIEWINGPOINTS ON THE SUN
B0 > 0 B0 < 0 _p " P r •
^ ' P " P VP _L"V'_ >0 >0
A
A
p ' P
A
_P
np rip
^ ^ _Lp "
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edge,
90 sunsets
edge_
sunrises
60
30
0
-30
o
%
-60
I 1 J
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360
Time from launch, days
Figure BI.- Heliographiclatitudeof the subsatellitepoint and the top edge
of the solar disk as viewed during sunrisesand sunsetson a ]-year solar
_cultation missionusing a 70°, 600-km circularorbit.
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TABLE ].- ORBIT PARAMETERSFOR NOMINALSOLAR OCCULTATIONMISSION
Semimajoraxis, a, km .......................... 6978
Eccentricity, e ............................. 0
Inclination, i, deg ........................... 70
Period,a sec ..................... 5805• • • • • ... • • •
Nodal precessionrate, _, deg/day .................. -2.4868
aNodalperiod from first-orderperturbationtheory;5805-secperiod
results in ]4.883 orbits/day.
TABLE 2.- SLOW PASSAGESOF SUN THROUGHATMOSPHERENEAR BEGINNINGOF
NOMINALSOLAR OCCULTATIONMISSION
Orbit Minimum solar Time below
number altitude,km ]00 km,a min
I
I ]02 52.4 9.]]03 42.0 9.8]04 3].6 ]0.5
]05 2].] ]].2
]06 ]0.5 ]].9
]07 -.2 ]2.6
]08 -]].0 ]3.3
aThe center of the solar disk is at an altitudeof less than ]00 km
above the local horizon.
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TABLE 3.- TYPICALLIMITINGCASES FOR VIEWING THE SUN IN THE VICINITYOF
THE HORIZON,FROM THE NOMINAL MISSION
Slowa Fastb
Time for measurementwhile center of Sun is less than
]00 km above local horizon,min ............ ]2.5 0.8]
Change in surfacecoordinatesof tangentpoint:
Longitude,deg .................... ]8 0.]7
Latitude,deg .................... 45 <0.0]
Change in pointingangles to center of Sun:
e, deg ........................ 2 2
8, deg ........................ 20 <0.0]
acenterof Sun moves from altitudeof ]00 km to the horizonand back up
to ]00 km.
bsunriseor sunsetwhen Sun's verticalmotion near the horizon is
maximum.
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TABLE 4.- DISTRIBUTION OF APPARENT VELOCITY OF SUN'S  IMAGE RELATIVE TO HORIZON 
AS VIEWED FROM A SPACECRAFT DURING NOMINAL SOLAR OCCULTATION MISSION 
a ~ i m e  for the  S u n  to  pass t h r o u g h  100 km of a t m o s p h e r e  a t  t h e  c o n s t a n t  
ra te  v re l  ( s e e  t e x t ) .  
1 ~ r e l l  
k m / s e c  
0-0.1 
0.1-0.3 
0.3-0.5 
0.5-0.7 
0.7-0.9 
0.9-1.1 
1 .I-1.3 
1.3-1.5 
1.5-1.7 
1.7-1.9 
1.9-2.1 
2.1-2.3 
2.3-2.5 
2.5-2.7 
2.7-2.9 
2.9-3.1 
T o t a l  . . . . . 9480 
N u m b e r  of 
events  
6 
102 
152 
170 
202 
224 
248 
502 
430 
844 
742 
71 4 
770 
892 
1156 
2326 
C u m u l a t i v e  
per c e n t a g e  
of t o t a l  
events 
0.06 
1 .I 
2.7 
4.5 
6.7 
9.0 
11.6 
16 .9  
21.5 
30.4 
38.2 
45.7 
53.9 
63.3 
75.5 
100.0 
M e a s u r e m e n t  
t i m e ,  a 
sec 
-1 000 
1000-333 
333-200 
200-1 43  
143-1 11 
111-91 
91 -77 
77-67 
67-59 
59-53 
53-48 
48-43 
43-40 
40-37 
37-34 
34-32 
TABLE 5.- DIVISIONOF EARTH INTO ELEMENTSAPPROXIMATELYEQUAL
IN AREA TO A 5° x 5° BOX AT EQUATOR
Latitude Area Area of Cumulative Percent of hemisphere
band, of AT.,a
deg band, deg N°'b box,each area,km2 area
km2 km2 In band Cumulative c
0 5 22 277 408 5 72 309 408 22 277 408 8.72 8.7
5 10 22 107 863 5 72 307 053 44 385 271 8.65 17.4
10 15 21 770 064 5 72 302 362 66 155 335 8.52 25.9
15 20 21 266 582 5 72 295 369 87 421 918 8.32 34.2
20 25 20 601 249 5 72 286 128 108 023 167 8.06 42.3
25 30 19 779 127 6 60 329 652 127 802 294 7.74 50.0
30 35 18 806 475 6 60 313 441 146 608 769 7.36 57.4
35 40 17 690 693 6 60 294 844 164 299 462 6.92 64.3
40 45 16 440 275 6 60 274 004 180 739 737 6.43 70.7
45 50 15 064 737 8 45 334 771 195 804 474 5.89 76.6
50 55 13 574 547 8 45 301 656 209 379 021 5.31 81.9
55 60 11 981 046 9 40 299 526 221 360 066 4.69 86.6
60 65 10 296 362 10 36 286 010 231 656 428 4.03 90.6
65 70 8 533 317 12 30 284 443 240 ]89 745 3.34 94.0
70 75 6 705 328 18 20 335 266 246 895 073 2.62 96.6
75 80 4 826 307 24 15 321 753 251 721 380 1.89 98.5
80 85 2 910 555 40 9 323 395 254 631 935 1.14 99.6
85 90 972 653 120 3 324 217 255 604 588 .38 100.0
aLongitudespan of each box.
bNumberof boxes in each latitudeband.
CFrom equator to pole.
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TABLE 6.- SOLAR POSITIONDATA AS A FUNCTION OF TIME
Calendar Days Days
date, from from 6®, RA®,
1981 Jan. 1.0a vernal deg deg
equinox
i/ i 0 -78.7 -23.03 2S0.56
i/ 6 5 -73.7 -22.53 285.49
i/ii i0 -68.7 -21.85 290.42
1/16 15 -63.7 -20.99 295.35
1/21 20 -58.7 -19.97 300.27
1/26 25 -53.7 -18.78 305.20
1/31 30 -48.7 -17.46 310.13
2/ 5 35 -43.7 -16.01 315.06
2/10 40 -38.7 -14.44 319.99
_ 45 -33.7 -12.78 324.9150 -28.7 -11.02 329.84
2/25 55 -23.7 -9.20 334.77
3/ 2 60 -18.7 -7.32 339.70
3/ 7 65 -13.7 -5.39 344.63
3/12 70 -8.7 -3.43 349.56
3/17 75 -3.7 -1.46 354.48
3/22 80 1.3 0.51 359.41
3/27 85 6.3 2.48 4.34
4/ 1 90 11.3 4.43 9.27
4/ 6 95 16.3 6.34 14.20
4/11 i00 21.3 8.21 19.13
4/16 105 26.3 10.02 24.05
4/21 ii0 31.3 11.76 28.98
4/26 115 36.3 13.42 33.91
5/ 1 120 41.3 14.99 38.84
5/ 6 125 46.3 16.45 43.77
5/11 130 51.3 17.80 48.69
5/16 135 56.3 19.03 53.62
5/21 140 61.3 20.12 58.55
5/26 145 66.3 21.07 63.48
5/31 150 71.3 21.87 68.41
6/ 5 155 76.3 22.51 73.34
6/I0 160 81.3 22.99 78.26
6/15 165 86.3 23.30 83.19
6/20 170 91.3 23.43 88.12
6/25 175 96.3 23.40 93.05
6/30 180 101.3 23.19 97.98
7/ 5 185 106.3 22.82 102.91
7/10 190 111.3 22.27 107.83
7/15 195 116.3 21.57 112.76
7/20 200 121.3 20.72 117.69
7/25 205 126.3 19.72 122.62
7/30 210 131.3 18.58 127.55
8/ 4 215 136.3 17.32 132.47
8/ 9 220 141.3 15.94 137.40
8/14 225 146.3 14.46 142.33
8/19 230 151.3 12.87 147.26
8/24 235 156.3 11.21 152.19
8/29 240 161.3 9.47 157.12
9/ 3 245 166.3 7.66 162.04
9/ 8 250 171.3 5.81 166.97
9/13 255 176.3 3.91 171.90
9/18 260 181.3 1.99 176.83
9/23 265 186.3 0.04 181.76
9/28 270 191.3 -1.90 186.69
I0/ 3 275 196.3 -3.85 191.61
i0/ 8 280 201.3 -5.77 196.54
10/13 285 206.3 -7.66 201.47
10/18 290 211.3 -9.51 206.40
10/23 295 216.3 -II.3C 211.33
10/28 300 221.3 -13.02 216.25
ii/ 2 305 226.3 -14.65 221.18
ii/ 7 310 231.3 -16.19 226.11
11/12 315 236.3 -17.61 231.04
11/17 320 241.3 -18.91 235.97
11/22 325 246.3 -20.07 240.90
11/27 330 251.3 -21.07 245.82
12/ 2 335 256.3 -21.91 250.75
12/ 7 340 261.3 -22.58 255.68
12/12 345 266.3 -23.06 260.61
12/17 350 271.3 -23.35 265.54
12/22 355 276.3 -23.44 270.47
12/27 360 281.3 -23.34 275.39
I/ i 365 286.3 -23.05 280.32
a0h GMT.
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TABLE 7.- MAXIMUM TANGENT LATITUDE AVAILABLE DURING SOLAR OCCULTATION
MISSION AS A FUNCTION OF ORBIT INCLINATION AND ALTITUDE
Maximum northern or southern tangent latitude, deg,
Altitude, for specified orbit inclination, deg, of - a i_olar '
km aeg
0 ]0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
200 14.2 24.2 34.2 44.2 54.2 64.2 74.2 84.2 90 90 75.8
400 ]9.8 29.8 39.8 49.8 59.8 69.8 79.8 89.9 90 90 70.2
600 23.9 33.9 43.9 53.9 63.9 73.9 83.9 90 90 90 66.]
800 27.3 37.3 47.3 57.3 67.3 77.3 87.3 90 90 90 62.7
30.2 40.2 50.2 60.2 70.2 80.2 I 90 90 90 90 59.8]000
]200 32.7 42.7 52.7 62.7 72.7 82.7 i 90 90 90 90 57.3
]400 34.9 44.9 54.9 64.9 74.9 84.9 90 90 90 90 55.]
]600 36.9 46.9 56.9 66.9 76.9 86.9 90 90 90 90 53.]
aMinimum inclination for polar coverage at the specified altitude.
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TABLE 8.- NODAL PRECESSION RATES FOR CIRCULAR ORBITS AS A FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE AND INCLINATION
deg _, deg/day,at altitude, h, km, of-
i 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 ]000 ]]00 ]200 ]300 ]400 ]500
0 -8.956 -8.495 -8.064 -7.66] -7.283 -6.929 -6.597 -6.285 -5.992 -5.716 -5.456 -5.2]] -4.980 -4.762
]0 -8.820 -8.366 -7.94] -7.544 -7.]72 -6.824 -6.496 -6.]89 -5.900-5.629 -5.373 -5.]32 -4.904 -4.690
20 -8.414 -7.98]-7.576 -7.]97 -6.842 -6.510 -6.]98 -5.905 -5.629 -5.370 -5.]26 -4.896 -4.679 -4.474
30 -7.752-7.353 -6.980 -6.63] -6.304 -5.998 -5.7]0 -5.440 -5.]87 -4.948 -4.723 -4.5]] -4.3]] -4.]23
40 -6.855 -6.502-6.]72 -5.864 -5.575 -5.304 -5.050 -4.8]] -4.586 -4.375 -4.]76 -3.989 -3.812 -3,646
50 -5.749 -5.454-5.]77 -4.9181-4.676-4.449 -4.236 -4.035 -3.847 -3.670 -3.503 -3.346 -3.]98 -3,058
60 -4.47] -4.24]-4.026 -3.825i-3.636-3.460 -3.294 -3.]38 -2.992 -2.854 -2.724-2.602 -2.487 -2.378
70 -3.057!-2.900-2.753 -2.615 -2.487 -2.366 -2.252 -2.]46 -2.046 -].952 -].863 -].780 -].70] -].626
80 -].552-].472!-].397-].328 -].262 -].20] -].]43 -].089 -].039 -.99] -.946 -.903 -.863 -.826
90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
]00 ].552 ].472 ].397 ].3281 ].262 ].20] ].]43 ].089 ].039 .99] .946 .903 .863 .826
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TABLE 9.- AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF q AS A FUNCTION OF 
LATITUDE BAND AND TIME FOR NOMINAL SOLAR OCCULTATION MISSION 
Sq 
4.136 
3.343 
5.135 
4.250 
6.288 
5.559 
5.541 
5.422 
5.563 
4.086 
3.976 
41492  
4 r 4 3 9  
6.072 
5.156 
5.718 
5 r 5 1 7  
5.235 
4.644 
4,740 
5.520 
5.496 
6.783 
5.837 
6.080 
4.862 
5.096 
5.166 
4.433 
4.648 
4.002 
5.477 
6.032 
5.992 
5 ,871  
7.024 
5 r 0 4 9  
6.108 
4.894 
5.103 
6.257 
5.181 
5.860 
6 ,401  
'= las t ,  
days 
78.999 
74.430 
82.426 
52.921 
73.020 
86.390 
247.911 
313.546 
43.850 
55.138 
72.013 
90.489 
234.873 
252.885 
304.207 
315.494 
3 5 1 r 3 2 3  
40.355 
56.481 
71.342 
94.387 
212.434 
230.705 
256.044 
300,914 
316.837 
344.805 
355.086 
37.600 
57.354 
70.872 
9 7 0 7 4 7  
146.993 
197.784 
217.744 
228.487 
2 5 8 r 3 9 7  
298.293 
317.844 
342.051 
357.774 
35.180 
57.958 
70.537 
- 
t , 
days 
76.748 
73 .759  
80.746 
48.419 
72.550 
84.441 
241.426 
308.910 
42.136 
54.063 
71 .711  
88.473 
232.823 
250.432 
302.594 
314.554 
348.097 
39.011 
55.843 
71 .140  
92.472 
205.142 
229.630 
254.498 
299.637 
316.199 
343.462 
353.238 
36.423 
56.951 
70.738 
96 .101  
145.010 
193.214 
215.123 
227.747 
257.254 
297.151 
317.374 
341.278 
356.464 
34.138 
57.689 
7 0 0 4 7 0  
r 
t f i r s t r  
days 
74.498  
73.087 
79.066 
43.917 
72.080 
82.493 
234.940 
304 .274  
40.422 
52.988 
71.409 
86.457 
230.772 
247.978 
300.981 
313.613 
344.872 
37.667 
55.205 
70 .939  
90.556 
197 .851  
228.554 
252.952 
298.361 
315.561 
342.118 
351.390 
35.247 
56.548 
70.604 
94.454 
143.028 
188.643 
212.501 
227.007 
2 5 6 r 1 1 1  
296.008 
316.904 
340.506 
355.153 
33.096 
57.421 
70.403 
"s 
6 8  
2 1  
5 1  
1 3 5  
1 5  
5 9  
1 9 4  
1 3 9  
5 2  
3 3  
1 0  
6 1  
6 2  
7 4  
4 9  
2 9  
9 7  
4 1  
2 0  
7 
5 8  
2 1 8  
33  
4 7  
3 9  
2 0  
4 1  
5 6  
3 6  
1 3  
5 
5 0  
6 0  
1 3 7  
7 9  
23  
35  
35  
1 5  
2 4  
4 0  
3 2  
9 
3 
Latitude 
band, 
deg 
-90  -85  
-85 -80  
-80 -75 
-75 -70 
-70 -65 
6 5  -60  
-60  -55 
- 
q 
25.661 
26.182 
27.936 
25.967 
27.772 
30.976 
34.624 
31.524 
28.515 
28.656 
29.391 
3 0 0 4 8 6  
34.689 
34.618 
36.057 
34.241 
34.029 
29.833 
29.744 
26.606 
30.303 
35.534 
35.927 
36.027 
37.387 
35.382 
34.065 
34.845 
31.893 
29.397 
30.459 
30.808 
32.595 
35.189 
36.715 
37.276 
37.409 
39.774 
38.535 
37.441 
37.003 
33.717 
33.551 
32.648 
TABLE 9.- Continued
Latitude
band, nq q Sq t, tfirs t, tlast,
deg days days days
-60 -55 41 31.294 4,090 99,f59 97,814 I00,503
123 31,780 5,306 138,861 134,760 142,960
153 320Z58 5003411520168 147,060 1570276
-55 -50 54 34,305 6,175 186,795 185,014 188,576
35 38,288 7,586 218,954 217,811 220.097
18 36,945 5.808 2260368 225.797 2260940
27 40,473 6,362 259,338 258,464 260,212
29 40,560 6,8041295,000 294,059 295,941
12 370699 50417r318.281 317,912 318,650
18 35,772 6,033!339,868 339.297 340,439
33 34,741 5,956 358,917 357,841 359,992
28 31.785 4.825 32,122 310214 33,029
6 26,395 5,393 58,193 58,025 58,360
1 270824 700337
32 30,665 5.205 101,612 100,570 102,654
42 32.855 5,174 133,315 131.937 134.693
58 33.825 5.797 159,259 157,343 161,174
-50 -45 30 35,435 5,076 183,972i182,997 184,946
24 34,538 6,863 220,938 220,164 221,711
15 36.578 5.861 225.259 224.788 225,730
24 39.186 6,689 261,052 260.279 261,825
26 38.398 6,157 293,152 292,311 293.992
I0 36,522 7,774 319,019 318,717 319,321
13 37,143 5,118 338,827 338,425 339,230
29 32,028 4,232 3610000 !360,0593610941
25 30,718 6,295 30,340 29,534 31,147
4 32,588 7,994 58,528 58,427 58.628
26 31,345 4,127 i03.561 Ii020721104,402
25 32,399 5.110 131,063 130,256 131,870
37 33,629 5,435 162,452 161,242 163,662
-45 -40 19 33.777 50801 182,324 181,719 182.929
33 37.060 7,693 223.189!221,778 224,721
19 37.732 60154 262.498 261.892 263.103
23 350349 50176 291.505 290.765 292.244
7 39,824 5,275 319,589 319,388 319,791
i0 35,170 7,414 338,055 '337.753338,357
25 32.293 4,718 362,815 362,008 363,622
23 28.791 4,686 28,727 27,988 29,466
2 28,147 4.969 58,729 58.695 58,762
28,538 4,848 105,108 Ii04,469I05,74620
18 31,119 5,477 129,617 I29,045 130,189
28 330665 50775 1640637 163,729 165,544
-40 -35 13 33,440 5.377 181.248180,844 181.652
28 34.141 5.619 223.456 222.972 223.997
17 34.652 6.932 2.63,708 263.170 2640246
20 34,019 8,102 290.059 289,421 290.698
6 31,961 3,440 3200025 319,858 3200193
9 34,182 6,926 337,418 337,149 337,686
23 32.007 5,754 364,428 363,689 365,168
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TABLE 9.- Continued
Latitude
band. nq q Sq t, ,first, 'last,
deg days days days
-40 -35 22 27,580 5,169 27,251 26,576 27,920
1 35,398 58,829
1 26,947 70,339
17 29,780 3,394 106,352 105,814 106,890!
14 .28,454 4,424 128,541 128,104 128,978
23 32,181 6.826 166,351 165,612 167.091
3 31,804 3,151 172,047 171,980 172,114
-35 -30 9 32,202 4,300 180,508 180,239 180,777
12 34,426 4,799 222,534 222,164 222,904
i4 34,016 5,310 224,502 224,065 224,939
15 32,964 4,149 264,784 264,313 265,255
18 36,362 5,651 288,782 288,210 289,353
5 35,918 4,129 320,394 320,260 320,528
6 32,121 3,562 336,915 336,747 337,082
1 37,371 365,235
20 29,274 4,628 ,699 ,060 1,338
19 28,322 4,651 25,903 25,298 26,508
2 27,517 1,744 70,441 70,407 70,474
13 29,994 5,335 i07,360 i06,957 107,764
ii 28,232 5,123 127,7001127,36% 128,036
19 33,269 3,686 167,763 167,158 168,368
20 32,098 4,634 171,274 170,635 171,912
--30 -25 6 34,832 2,187 180,003 179,834 180,171
ii 32,029 3,276 221,761 221,424 222,097
12 31,418 6,8k5 225,376 225,006 225,745
13 33,317 7,696 265,726 265,322 266,129
16 31,295 5,657 287,639 287,134 288,143
4 28,423 6,175 320,696 320,595 320,796
6 31,567 5,071 336,512 336,345 336,680
20 27,217 5,199 2,043 1,405 2,682
18 28,230 4,440 24,659 24,088 250231
3 26,433 3,256 70,610 70,542 70,677
II 28,153 %,139 108,168 107,831 108,504
8 27,936 4,820 127,061 126,825 127,296
36 28,626 4,456 169,502 168,436 170,568
-25 -20 5 23,828 5,124 179,632 179,497 179,767
Ii 30,699 5,800 221,021 220,684 221,357
12 30,780 40094 2260184 225,814 226,554
12 28,771 5,251 266,566 266,196 266,936
1% 28,483 6,080 286,630 286,193 !287,067
3 23,995 2,718 320,930 320,863 320,997
4 27,004 3,090 336,177 336,077 336,278
18 28,045 5,107 3,321 2,749 3,892
16 26,577 %,452 23,516 23,012 24,021
2 21,475 6,447 58,792 58,758 58,826
3 29,946 6,662 70,812 70,745 70,879
g 25,830 3,139 i08,841 i08,571 i09,110
7 30,739 5,992 126,556 126,354 126,758
34 27,347 5,153 169,502 168,281 170,722
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TABLE 9.- Continued
Latitude
band, nq q Sq t, tfirst, tlast,
deg days days days
-20 -15 3 30,171 70279 179,362 179,295i179.63C
12 290709 40112 2200267 219,877 2200617
12 28,683 5,066 226,991 226,621 227,361
I0 25,135 5,150 267,306 2670006 2670609
13 280816 6,036 285,722 285,319 286,126
2 280186 6,191 321,097 321,066 321,130
3 26,363 1,803 335,943 335,876 3360010
16 250990 50715 t, o666 3,960 6,968
16 27,156 3,135 22,660 21o936 22,965
2 250586 10908 580657 580623 580691
6 22,377 1,552 71,068 70,967 71,169
7 29,820 3,670 I09,379 109,177 1090581
5 26,606 60228 126,152 126,017 1260286
15 250969 30452 167,763 167,272 168,214
15 25,518 6,760 171,260 170,789 1710731
-15 -I0 2 270529 0605 179,193 179,160 179,227
ii 25,982 3,103 219,676 219,137 219,810
12 26,756 30269 227,798 227,628 2280168
10 270816 60709 2670979 267,676 268,282
12 26,867 6,038 284,881 286,511 285,251
1 240762 321,197
2 29,093 5,309 335,776 335,763 335,809
16 27,115 50086 5,5%0 5,036 60066
15 26,358 3,818 21,398 20,927 210869
3 29,312 5,806 58,688 58,621 58,556
5 27,961 6,130 71,351 71,217 71,486
6 230166 30639 1090817 i09,668 1090985
4 28,917 3,383 1250868 125,767 125,950
16 25,723 60911 166,701 166,196 1670205
6 260913 60769 1710966 171,798 1720135
-i0 -5 1 22,273 179,091
12 23,663 60573 2180700 2180330 2190070
ii 27,061 30762 228,572 228,235 228,908
9 26,942 30836 2680618 268,369 !2680888
i0 270016 30832 2860161 2830839 2860666
1 26,511 335,676
15 27,537 4,616 6,582 6,112 7,053
15 250367 50182 200389 19,918 20,860
6 24,710 30177 58,252 58,151 58,353
5 23,666 2,161 71,688 71,556 710823
5 260978 50837 1100187 1100052 1100322
3 260172 3,615 125e612 125,565 125,680
15 25,316 6,565 165o658 165o187 1660129
-5 0 13 25,336 5,626 217o859 217o656 218o263
12 250556 30696 229,365 228,975 229,715
8 23,986 30517 269,190 2680955 2690626
10 270544 4,766 283,669 283,166 283,771
1 20,648 335,610
15 230081 50766 7,591 7,120 8006Z
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TABLE 9.- Continued
Latitude
band, nq q Sq t, tfirst, tlast,
deg days days days
-5 0 14 27,084 4,405 19,4i4 18.977 1g,851
4 21,767 1,731 57,982 57,881 58,083
6 28,419 5,608 72,059 71,890 72,227
3 26,468 6,365 110,457 110,389 ii0,524
3 26,293 4,866 125,%10 125,342 125,477
15 24,643 3,870164,649 164,179 165,120
0 5 1 26,336 179,090
12 24,839 3,287 217,018 216,648 217,388
12 2b,808 3,886 230,153 229,783 230,523
8 24,739 4,013 269,729:26g,493 269,964
9 230967 40128 2820829 2820560 283,099
2 27,405 1,628 321,161 321,127 321,195
1 26,141 335,611
14 24,431 3,833 8,566 8,129 9,003
14 24,846 4,983 18,472 18,035 18,910
6 27,674 3,672 57,645 57,477 57,814
6 26,466 3,223 72,463 72,294 72,631
3 21,474 4,288 110,659 110,592 II0,727
1 19,184 125,274
15 24,406 3,710 163,641 153,170 164,111
5 i0 2 27,434 4,512 179,190 179,157 179,223
14 25,681 4,074 215,144 215,707 216,581
12 24,297 3,433 230,960 230,590 231,330
7 24,568 2,052 270,234 270,032 270,436
8 22,843 4,870 282,257 282,022 282,493
2 24,288 1,308 321,025 320,991 321,059
1 28,050 335,679
14 2%,740 4,288 9,508 9,071 9,945
14 23,695 5,057 17,531 17,09q 17,968
5 25,435 6,132 57,275 57,140 57,410
8 26,427 5,558 72,93% 72,698 73,169
3 25,123 ,828 ii0,862 ii0,794 110,929
1 21,106 125,207
16 25,087 3,515 162,598 162,09% 163,103
I0 15 3 24,352 6,976 179,357 179,290 179,%24
14 26,452 4,640 215,203 214,765 215,640
-13 25,588 2,317 231,801 231,397 232,204
7 25,015 4,441 270,705 270,503 270,907
8 25,517 3,626 281,719 281,483 281,955
4 23,850 2,969 320,823 320,722 320,924
2 27,_60 5,629 335,781 335,747!335,814
13 24,719 2,558 I0,416 10,012 10,819
14 25,164 4,758 16,58g 16,152 17,026
8 31,358 4,235, 56,862 56,669 570073
9 25,104 3,356 73,506 73,237 73,775
1 24,555 110,997
16 27,646 5,554 161,522 161,018 162,027
15 20 3 25,262 3.407 179,558 179,491 179,625
16 25,973 4,080 214,194 213,689 214,69e
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TABLE 9.- Continued
Latitude
band, nq q Sq t, tfirst, tlast,
deg days days days
15 20 14 28e884 3,100 232,709 232,271 233,146
7 25,955 5,434 271,176 270,974 271,378
7 23,981 2,322 281,214 281,012 281,416
% 24,528 3,1%0 320,553 320,452 320,654
4 25,460 2,009 335,983 335,882 336,084
14 27,616 4,544 11,324 10,887 11,761
14 26,950 3,076 15,648 15,210 16,085
8 28,301 3,886 56,366 56,130 56,602
i0 30,435 4,675 74,145 73,842 74,448
1 32,529 111,065
I 31,165 125,205
17 28,910 4,013 160,413 159,875 160,951
20 25 4 27,365 1,420 179,826i179,692 179,960
17 26,412 4,238 213,084212,546 213,622
15 27,431 4,823 233,684 233,213 234,155
6 24,541 3,514 271,614 271,446 271,782
7 26,027 3,955 280,743 280,5%1 ;.800945
6 27,957 4,098 320,216 320,048 320,385
5 21,097 1,283 336,287 336,152 336,421
15 28,919 4,647 12,299 ii,828 12,770
16 27,692 4,389 14,639 14.134 15,143
9 28,550 6,590 55,794 55,525 56,063
I2 30,849 4,346 74,885 74,515 75,255
2 27,25I ,643 125,305 125,271 125,338
18 29,245 4,640 159,236 158,665 159,808
25 30 6 30,381 2,764 180,194 180,027 180,362
18 26,703 4,683 211,908 211,336 212,479
16 30,008 2,620 234,726 234,222 235,231
7 26,579 1,696 272,032 271,850 272,186
7 24,528 4,988 280,272 280,070 280,474
9 26,907 4,410 319,711 319,642 319,980
6 27,893 4,405 336,657 336,489 336,825
32 28,827 4,363 13,425 12,837 14,067
I0 30,484 3,443 55,155 54,852 55,457
13 29,347 5,271 75,726 75,322 76,129
1 34,970 111,066
3 30,896 4,206 125,472 125,405 125,539
20 29,499 4,701 157,959 157,320 158,597
30 35 7 33,529 3*545 180,630 180,429 180,831
21 28,274 4,572 210,597 209.924 211,269
18 26,439 5,326 235,869 235,298 236,441
5 26,381 1,784 272,389 272,254 272,523
6 28,961 6,926 279,834 279,666 280,002
I0 26,401 5,278 319,072 318,769 1319,375
9 28,296 5e077 337,162 336,893 337,431
35 29,480 5,069 13,339 11,781 14,922
13 31,005 6,306 54,381 53,977 54,785
16 33,124 5,142 76,701 76,197 77,205
2 38,229 2,012 110,967 110,933 iii,000
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TABLE 9.- Continued
Latitude
band, nq q Sq t, tfirst, tlast,
deg days days days
30 35 5 30,783 4,531 125,740 125,606 125,874
21 31,931 5,971 196,980 155,908 157,253
35 40 8 300199 4,152 181,133 180,898 181,368
22 30,484 5,241 209,151 208,445 209,857
19 27,340 4,389 237,113 236,508 237,718
6 30,168 5,303 272,759 272,591 272,927
6 30,535 2,442 279,430 279,262 279,598
15 27,836 5,840 318,231 317,760 318,702
12 27,022 5,108 337,869 337,498 338,239
22 31,420 5,511 11,007 10,301 11,713
18 31,286 5,473 15,561 14,989 16,132
15 32,777 4,649 53,439 52,969 53,910
18 36,612 5,379 77,844 77,273 78,416
3 32,479 1,109 110,800 110,733 110,867
5 32,031 6,972 126,075 125,941 126,209
22 32,807 4,917 155,135 154,429 155,841
40 45 Ii 32,341 5,991 181,771 181,435 182,106
25 31,518 5,0151207,572 206,765 208,378
21 27,280 5,830 238,458 237,786 239,130
5 25,687 5,318 273,129 272,995 273,26%
6 27,315 7,262 279,026 278,858 279,194
19 27,810 3,835 317,088 316,483 317,693
18 29,438 4,143 338,878 338.306 339,449
28 35,174 5,831 9.326 8,419 10,234
21 33,237 6,271 16,872 16,200 17,5%5
18 36,353 5,461 52,330 51,758 52,901
21 36,644 5,817 79,155 78,483 79,827
4 32,576 5,438 110,565 110,465 110,666
8 35,013 3,800 126,511 126,276 126,745
26 32,968 5,566 153,522 152,681 1540362
45 50 13 34,420 5,722 182,576 182,173 182,979
29 32,292 4,413 205,757 204,816 206,698
24 28,522 5,728 239,971 239,197 240,744
6 26,848 2,706 273.500 273,332 273,668
5 27,186 3,082 278,655 278,521 278,790
27 29,294 4,930 315,541 316,667 316,415
28 28,766 5,357 340,424 339,516 341,332
39 33,522 4,396 7,074 5,797 8,352
26 33,004 7,134 18,452 17,612 19,293
24 37,124 5,732 50,918 50,144 51,691
25 38,39% 6,348 80,701 79,895 81,508
6 38,470 5,673 110,230 110,063 110,398
i0 39,183 9,846 127,115 126,813 127,417
27 37,383 6,616 151,7%0 150,866 152,614
50 55 17 34,507 6,490 183,583 183,0%6 184,121
32 34,118 4,932 203,707 202,665 204,748
27 30,671 5,148 241,685 240,811 242,559
5 30,377 5,857 273,870 273,736 274,005
6 32,754 6,227 278,285 278,117 278,453
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TABLE 9.- Continued
Latitude
band, nq q Sq t, tfirst, tlast,
deg days days days
50 55 40 29,064 5,337 313,289 311,979 314.600
55 320630 5,581 3430214!341,399 3450029
68 34,518 5,087 3,478 1,226 5,730
35 35,413 5,828 20,503 19,360 21,646
31 40,290 7,053 49,069 48,060 500077
30 38,366 5,370 82,550 81,575 83,524
7 41,417 6,598 109,794 109,593 109,996
13 38,759 50616 127,887 127,484 128,289
32 35,471 6,Z18 149,757 148,716 150,799
55 60 22 3%,393 4,199 184,893 184,188 185,598
40 34,246 60051 201,302 200,044 202,598
31 32,032 5,789 243,634 242,626 244,642
6 30,978 1,494 274,241 274,073 2740409
5 26,081 3,566 277,915 277,780 278,049
59 30,535 5,703 309,962 308,013 311,911
300 33,357 5,643 355,144 345,096 365,191
18 34,886 6,805 ,588 ,016 1,159
55 39,732 6,378 23,528 21,713 25,343
49 40,755 60403 46,380 44,767 47,993
34 41,275 8,025 84,701 83,592 85,810
9 42,032 6,570 109,258 108,989 109,526
18 37,177 6,765 1280927 128,357j129,498
36 38,468 6,571 147,472 146,296!148,648
60 65 35 370354 506401860807185,665 187,949
51 33,732 6,151 198,297 196,617 199,977
35 30,899 4,546 245,852 244,710 266,995
5 32,995 4,785 274,611 274,477 274,746
5 33,019 2,253 277,578 277,443 277,712
08 29,616 4,651 305,023 302,099 307,946
288 39,655 60887 350055 25,410 44,699
39 40,385 8,014 87,154 85,877 88,431
12 43,536 7,694 108,553 108,184 I08,922
27 %0,856 6,654 130,438 129,565 131,312
44 39,316 7,237 144,784 143,339 146,229
65 70 128 37,071 6,395 1920283 188,016 1960549
42 30,776 5,562;248,440 247,062 249,818
7 29,283 1,8881275,015 274,813 275,217
6 28,247 4,050 277,207 277,039 277,376
113 28,685 %,556 298,269 294,506 302,032
44 43,460 7,941 89,943 88,498 91,387
16 40,793 5,012 107,613 107,109 1080116
55 41,352 6,510 133,193 131,379 135,007
71 41,087 7,592 140,920 138,568 143,272
70 75 48 32,906 6,217 251,411 249,885 252,976
16 29,082 4,904 276,043 275,285 276,971
127 27,617 4,136 290,205 285,971 2940438
49 420899 7,144 93,067 91,455 94,680
22 43,501 7,304 1060337 105,632 107,042
52 43,508 7,943 136,787 135,074 1380501
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TABLE 9.- Concluded
Latitude
band, nq q Sq t, tfirst, tlast,
deg days days days
75 80 56 33,257 5,522 254,892 253,044 256,740
155 26o908 4o465 280,756 275,958 285o904
59 45,621 8o094 96o696 94,747 98o645
36 45,854 6,804 li04e389 103,213 105,564
80 85 67 33,024 5,819 259,025256,807261,242
9 28,304 5,352 275,894 275,625 276,163
67 47,808 7,041 100,929 98,712 i03,146
e5 90 213 28,542 5,081 268,433 261,310 275,557
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TABLE ]0.- LEAST SQUARESPARAMETERSAND RELATEDQUANTITIESFOR MODELING
BEHAVIOROF q WITHIN A LATITUDEBAND
Latitude Model parameters
band, deg n_ SR2 R, %
Qa A a 3',deg
-90 -85 ]
-85 -80 2
-80 -75 3 63.84 38.03 -]42.9 ]00.0
-75 -70 6 3].86 3.4] -]]5.9 0.05 99.4
-70 -65 9 32.07 3.54 ]75.8 ].70 87.4
-65 -60 ]2 33.67 3.24 -]72.8 .6] 92.5
-60 -55 ]4 35.30 3.75 ]63.] .28 96.8
-55 -50 ]3 34.35 5.60 -]72.4 2.46 89.7
-50 -45 ]3 34.38 3.49 -]72.6 2.03 78.0
-45 -40 ]2 33.34 5.02 -]68.5 2.72 84.6
-40 -35 ]4 32.02 2.50 -]68.9 5.]9 40.9
-35 -30 ]5 32.09 3.45 -]75.7 5.]] 54.2
-30 -25 ]3 29.73 2.88 -]46.8 3.03 62.2
-25 -20 ]4 27.40 ].40 -]27.6 8.37 ]3.3
-20 -]5 ]5 26.89 ].45 -]49.0 4.66 2].3
-]5 -]0 ]5 26.85 .62 32.] 3.27 7.]
-]0 -5 ]3 25.53 .88 ]]5.6 2.60 ]5.3
-5 0 ]2 25.06 ].25 -59.6 6.06 ]3.0
0 5 ]4 24.90 ].35 ]38.2 5.]6 ]8.3
5 ]0 ]4 24.9] .08 85.4 3.69 .]
]0 ]5 ]3 25.98 .69 ]2.4 4.63 6.3
]5 20 ]4 27.65 2.85 -]8.9 2.54 67.2
20 25 ]3 27.34 2.]] -]].8 4.29 38.3
25 30 ]3 28.99 2.69 -]6.8 3.03 62.8
30 35 ]3 30.20 3.66 -]7.0 4.56 67.6
35 40 ]4 30.92 2.66 -4.5 2.96 60.4
40 45 ]4 3].64 4.52 6.5 2.38 84.6
45 50 ]4 33.]6 5.95 -]].8 .49 97.9
50 55 ]4 34.93 4.68 -].2 2.42 85.4
55 60 ]4 35.32 5.99 2.4 3.09 88.2
60 65 ]] 36.52 5.29 -2.2 2.74 89.7
65 70 9 35.49 6.76 -]7.6 .96 98.2
70 75 6 35.83 8.45 -4].0 .66 99.3
75 80 4 36.]9 ]4.90 -59.0 .89 99.7
80 85 3 37.]0 ]7.57 -6].8 ]00.0
85 90 ]
i
aArbitrary but consistent units.
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Zx,T RA
Figure I.- Orbit geometry for viewing sunrisesand sunsetsfrom a spacecraft.
A
r
_0
sc
N : (sin _ sin i, -cos-_ sin i, cos i)
H = (N x r)
Figure 2.- Definitionof pointingangles to the Sun relativeto a spacecraft.
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*Initial RA of orbit = 180o
RA of Sun at launch date = 88.5 o
Figure 3.- Initialorbit geometrywhich resultsin a period of
continuoussunlightviewed from a spacecraft.
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(a)Earth tangentlatitudeversus time from launch (seefig. 1).
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(b) Pointing angle _ versus time from launch (see fig. 2).
Figure 4.- Orbital data for a l-year solar occultation mission
using a 70° , 600-km circular orbit.
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(c) Earth tangent latitude versus longitude for sunrises.
-90
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LT, deg
(d) Earth tangent latitude versus longitude for sunsets.
Figure 4.- Continued.
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3.5 -- 28.6
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km/sec -0.5 Sunsets -- 200 sec
-1.5 -- 66.7
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i- I
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(e)Apparentvertical velocityof the Sun's image relativeto the horizon
at the instantof sunriseor sunset, t]00 = Time to pass through
]00 km at constantrate VreI.
Figure 4.- Concluded.
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Figure 5.- Sun viewing requirementsand surfacecoordinatesduring a solar sun-
set and sunrisenear the beginningof a period of occultation(day7 of the
nominalmission), h_ = Altitudeof center of Sun's image above the local
horizon.
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(a) During first 7 days after start of occultations.
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(b)During first 30 d_s after start of occultations.
Figure 6.- Tangentlatitudesand longitudesof sunrises
and sunsetsduring nominalmission.
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(c) During first 90 days after start of occultations.
Figure 6.- Concluded.
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Figure 8.- Examplesof limitingcases and geometriesfor viewing
sunrisesand sunsets from spacecraftorbits.
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Figure 9.- Orbit and solar declination conditions required to produce
periods of continuous sunlight during solar occultation missions.
Figure 10.- Geometryfor establishingthe tangentlatitude
of a solar occultationmeasurement.
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Figure 1].- Tangentlatitudesavailableduring solar occultationmissions for 50° and 70°,
600-kmorbits as a functionof orbit plane orientationrelativeto the Sun, with solar
declinationas a parameter.
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Figure II.- Concluded.
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Figure 12.- Maximumlatitudecoverageavailablefrom a 50°, 600-km circular
orbit as a functionof solar declination.
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Figure 13.- Envelopesof tangentlatitudesavailableduring solar occultation
missionsat 600 km and variousinclinations.
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(a) Nominalorbit plane orientationto produce
continuoussunlightat time of launch.
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(b) Orbit plane rotated to produce sunrises and sunsets
at time of launch.
Figure 14.- Solar occultationtangentlatitudeenvelopesfor 50°,
600-kmorbits superimposedon two simulated]-year missions.
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Figure 15.- Distribution of measurement (tangent) latitudes for l-year simulated
solar occultation missions in 600-km circular orbits.
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